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Preface

New network architectures and routing technologies are currently being proposed to reflect the current trend in Internet communication toward becoming more and more resource-centric: the demand for the hierarchically structured resource in the network is emphasized rather than the physical location of the resource. Therefore, routing the packets not only with an explicit destination address but also based on the content of the message is more suitable for the future Internet with some attractive advantages such as reducing the burden of resolving the identifier to location and increasing the scalability by using a provider-independent addressing structure. In order to reflect this paradigm shift in the network architecture from host-centric to resource-centric communication, one of the most fundamental issues is whether the network layer devices, i.e. routers, can support the shift as well. When the routing is performed based on the content of the packet, the information that is stored in the forwarding lookup table changes as well. Specifically, the number of the destinations depend on the type of resource and also on the number of the users who request this resource. Therefore, the information to store in the forwarding table becomes larger than the conventional IP address, triggering the need for a change in the storage location as well. In other words, in order to support the new storage and the new lookup mechanism, the traditional method of storing the IP addresses should be reconsidered and redesigned to suit better for the future usage. In this thesis, name is considered as one of the resource attributes and is the primary element of the possible keys describing the resource.

This thesis begins by exploring the characteristics of Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) which is a special type of memory used in routers. The packets are forwarded by referring to the rules in the forwarding table used in the current Internet, whereas the packets are classified by
referring to the rules in the access control list. The memory type used for storing these forwarding tables and the access control list to achieve a high-speed packet forwarding and classification is TCAM. However, TCAM uses more transistors than random access memory, resulting in a high power consumption and a high production cost. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the entries written in the TCAM to minimize the utilized transistors. The proposal presents a new TCAM architecture by using the range matching devices integrated within the TCAM’s control logic with an optimized prefix expansion algorithm. The proposed method reduces the number of entries required to express the access control list rules, especially when specifying port ranges. With less than ten range matching devices, the total number of the entries required to store the port ranges in the TCAM can be reduced to approximately 50% with less than 0.3% increase of the manufacturing cost.

The evaluation result from the above shows that storing the data in the TCAM requires a careful consideration of its characteristic. In addition to 0 and 1, TCAM uses an arbitrary don’t care value, ' * ' which enables a faster searching speed but leads to a higher energy consumption compared to the general purpose memories. In other words, it is crucial to effectively use the * value to better utilize TCAM in storing the access control list. This confirmation is used in the next part of this thesis to investigate whether the routers are capable of storing the name information of each named node, therefore showing the feasibility of the proposed name-based routing. The main contribution of this part is on proposing how to distribute a large sized database of the name information among the routers. Using approximately 700 million existing fully qualified domain names, the evaluation result shows that resource name-based routing is feasible even when considering the limitations of the TCAM size in the routers. Utilizing a hash function and longest alphabet matching, inspired by the longest prefix matching, the name database is evenly distributed among all routers. The resulting number of routers is approximately 1% of the currently deployed number of all routers. In addition, the effects of dynamic updates of the database are evaluated by investigating whether the storage location of the names is migrated frequently. Furthermore, the proposed name-based routing has 56% shorter path lengths compared to the lookup system based on the overlay end nodes.

The last part of this thesis addresses one of the most challenging issues in realizing a name-based routing in the routers: how to manage the information of the numerous contents and the large-scale
number of the users. A new router lookup table structure is proposed to manage such information where the content itself is named and the interest of the users is related to the name of the content. In order to complete the packet forwarding within the network layer, i.e. the search for content which matches the interest, the routers acting as the rendezvous points of a publish/subscribe system should maintain the information of the content names and the users subscribing to the content.

Three lookup table structures for the name lookup tables in the routers are proposed, each with a different combination of DRAM, SRAM, and TCAM depending on the usage purpose. The proposed memory architecture is evaluated with the parameters such as memory cost, latency, and utilization using real-life and synthetic databases that have a Zipf distribution. The lookup table that has the lowest manufacturing cost and the lowest latency for storing the given database within a fixed budget is presented. Depending on the lookup table, the read latency ranges from 75 $\mu$sec to 45 msec. In addition, it is shown that the chip cost is exponentially reduced from $997$ to $17$ for distributing the names and the subscriber information by increasing the number of the rendezvous points.

By thoroughly examining the issues regarding both the hardware and the network architecture addressed above, this thesis shows that realizing the name-based routing in the network layer using currently existing routers is a feasible technology for the future Internet.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

After decades of a successful growth of the Internet, networking has become an integral part for the daily communication in the human life. The communication model in the early days of the Internet was a conversation between the one providing the access to a resource and the others wanting to use the resource [1]. Naturally, it was who and where that mattered the most - who being the identifier and where being the physical attachment point of the nodes in the Internet. Internet protocol (IP) addresses have been predominantly used for such communication among the heterogeneous devices in the Internet, simultaneously serving two principle functions: host/network interface identification, i.e. who, and location addressing, i.e. where. This function of IP addresses led to the problem of a poor scalability since the number of multi-homed sites that cannot be addressed as part of topologically- or provider-based aggregated prefixes are increasing [2]. In addition, the conventional communication in the Internet was mostly based on the fact that one knows how to reach a node that serves a specific purpose, such as knowing the IP address of the web server. Even if the exact IP address of a web site is not known, it could still be guessed from the name, and the known domain name system (DNS) servers resolve the name to the destination IP address. For example, the address of a company web site can be easily imagined as company.com and the DNS servers resolve the name to the associated IP address.
1.1 Background and Motivation

What happens if there is no prior knowledge about the structure nor keyword of a uniform resource locator (URL)? Generally search engines - an application service provided in the Internet - help resolving the location of the information source that the end user requests. However, search engines are for seeking information in major content providers which are mainly static nodes. In other words, they are not suitable in a situation where some content needs to be searched in local (such as a file server in the lab) or mobile nodes.

On the other hand, the current information retrieval and delivery are based on what (resource). In other words, the resource itself rather than the location is more important to the end nodes [3]. This trend entails a shift in the current Internet toward a new networking paradigm for the future Internet: a resource-centric routing. In highly intelligent network, the routing is possible not only with the numerical identifier (e.g. IP address) but also by the resource. Routing by resource implies that the network working as a ‘broker’ to intermediate the senders and the receivers of the information knows where to send the messages by looking at the content of that message when no explicit IP address is present [4]. In other words, when a resource source sends data to an end node that requests some piece of information, the source can specify the resource’s destination by the resource’s metadata instead of allocating the packet with a single IP address. Furthermore, nodes can notify devices in the network such as servers and other peer nodes of the resource’s metadata that an end node requested and have the devices utilize the knowledge to find the optimal path for reaching the resource source. In short, the advantage of resource-centric networks is that the information source does not have to worry about the destination IP address of the receiver and send out the message to the network [5].

Resource-centric routing is a flexible communication model that meets the requirements of the content distribution trends of the future Internet. Figure 1.1 shows the direction of resource-centric routing. In the current IPv4, its addressing space can accommodate up to four billion nodes and the core routers have over three hundred thousand aggregated prefixes as shown in Figure 1.2 [6]. In addition, the number of currently active servers is more than one hundred million and the number of fully qualified domain name (FQDN) addresses in DNS is more than seven hundred million [7]. In summary, hundred million to billions is the target number for managing in the IP routing. When it comes to resource-centric routing, the routers need to manage a much more amount of information...
since the address of the destination is the content by itself. The information stored in the Internet is growing by a significant rate. Figure 1.3 shows the growth of volume stored in the Internet (in both number of bytes and web pages). The numbers are from different estimation sources and an average forecasting line is given. As shown in the figure, the volume is growing exponentially with 23% in bytes and 35% in pages of annual growth [8–10] and the total volume will exceed 20 zettabytes \( (2 \times 10^{22}) \) before 2020. Moreover, Cisco estimated that there will be two networked devices per capita in 2015, up from one per capita in 2010. That is to say, the number of devices will be ten to hundred billions in the future. If each device has ten to hundred connected pages such as in Facebook [11], the total number of destination address would be around trillions. Therefore, the number of information types on destinations will increase more than hundreds of times than that of the location-centric routing, i.e., the network should treat different content as different destination address. In other words, the number of destination addresses will increase from the number of nodes to the number of types of contents and processing a huge volume of content is much more complicated than location-centric routing in resource-centric routing.
1.1 Background and Motivation

The recent global promotion of the resource-centric routing reflects the popular trend. For example, national science foundation (NSF) of the United States have launched a program called future Internet architecture (FIA) since 2010. Named data networking (NDN) [12] distinguishes data by its hierarchical names rather than its location, i.e. IP address. Specifically, the data consumers send out packets carrying a name that identifies the desired data and the routers send out the data which matches the given name. 4WARD [13], one of the many EU FP7 [14] projects, shares a similar goal to NDN where the information objects have their own identity, enabling connections to information objects rather than just to specific hosts. These work as well as the software defined networking (SDN) mainly put emphasis on the solutions based on the software. Although some consideration on implementing the hardware is concerned, it is not the core of their research. This thesis is motivated by the increase in the recent demand for routers with a higher specification, i.e. larger storage and higher processing speed. In addition, the data structures and the future large scale integration (LSI) design should also be taken into a consideration. Therefore, not only the architecture of the network but also that of the network layer hardware, i.e. router, should be reconsidered in order to make a considerable contribution to the future Internet since the routers will still play a
Figure 1.3: Growth of Internet
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key role in the future Internet.

Specifically, the routers in the future Internet should be reconsidered with the below issues in mind.

- Sufficient storage for a large-scale information: As the information volume increases, the demand for an additional number of routers or higher storage space will increase. Since neither of the options are easy to apply to the current Internet, it is important to utilize the currently deployed hardware. Understanding the characteristic of the search/storage memory used in routers is one of the crucial steps to support a large-scale information in the routers.

- A new routing architecture using names in addition to IP addresses: In order to route with names as well, a new routing algorithm should be designed to take the advantage of the names. In addition, the network should be scalable upon the updates of the name database and the required number of the routers should not exceed that of the currently deployed.

- A new lookup scheme in the forwarding table: The information of resource in names and the users requesting the resource is stored in the forwarding table. As the names and users have a Zipf distribution, the memory used for the lookup and the storage should have an appropriate structure to minimize the search latency and the memory chip cost.

The following section addresses these issues in detail and states the proposed solution to each topic.

1.2 Issues for Name-based Routing within the Routers

1.2.1 Supporting a Large-scale Information by Understanding and Utilizing the TCAM

The need for a high-speed Internet communication has prompted many researchers to design fast network architecture. One of the crucial components in the architecture is the router. Routers are network devices used for forwarding and classifying packets and usually consist of a specialized operating system and memory. More specifically, when a router forwards the packets, it uses forwarding tables to associate destination networks with output ports. Upon every packet arrival,
the table is searched for the appropriate entry specifying which port and the IP address the packet should be forwarded to. In the case of access control, the access control list (ACL) is searched to determine whether the packet should be permitted or denied, causing the packets to be forwarded to the destination or to be dropped. Examining and controlling the flow is a preliminary step to the name-based routing since when the resource is sent, names representing the particular resource should be examined in a similar manner.

With the growth of the Internet and its heterogeneity of new services and protocols, the above processes will become more and more important in the future. The average size of routing tables has shown a rapid increase, approaching 250,000 entries as of December, 2007. This number had doubled over the previous five years, and is expected to accelerate in growth [6]. Also, according to [15], the rules in an ACL of a typical enterprise network gateway consist of approximately 5,000 entries, a number that is also expected to increase due to greater awareness of network security. Access control policy is becoming more restrictive and shifting from 'reject unnecessary traffic' to 'transmit only the minimal amount of legitimate traffic' leading to a tendency toward more rules defining which specific packets are legitimate rather than just denying a group of packets. Therefore, in both cases, it is necessary to search for a certain object that quickly matches the given criteria from an enormous candidate set.

These routing tables and ACLs are written in high-end routers in a type of memory called content addressable memory (CAM). The difference between random access memory (RAM) and TCAM [16] is shown in Figure 1.4. RAM is searched using a memory address as a search key, and the content of the memory at that address is returned as the result. On the other hand, TCAM is searched using the memory content, and the memory address where the supplied data was found is returned as the result. In the example shown in Figure 1.4, RAM takes address 4 as the input and returns 01010 as the result, whereas TCAM takes 010** as the input and returns address 4 as the output. Unlike binary CAM, which can represent only 0 and 1, TCAM can also represent a third value in each cell: an arbitrary don't care value, *. A circuit diagram for TCAM is shown in Figure 1.5 and the way cell values are decided is indicated in Table 1.1. Bitline 1 (BL1) and bitline 2 (BL2) take either 0 or 1 as input where \( \overline{BL1} \) is the inverse of BL1. The value of a particular TCAM cell depends on the values of BL1 and BL2. For example if BL1 is 0 and BL2 is 1, the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>TCAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 1 0 1 1 0</td>
<td>0 1 0 * *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 1 0 0 1</td>
<td>0 1 0 1 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 0 0 1 1 0</td>
<td>1 1 1 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 1 0 1 0 1</td>
<td>2 0 0 1 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 0 1 0 1 0</td>
<td>3 1 0 1 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 1 1 0 1 1</td>
<td>4 0 1 0 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 0 1 0</td>
<td>5 1 1 0 1 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data In  Data Out  Address Out  Address In

Figure 1.4: Difference between RAM and TCAM

Figure 1.5: Circuit diagram of a TCAM chip

corresponding TCAM cell represents 1.

Having * as a possible cell value is a big advantage of TCAM. When BL1 and BL2 both take 0 as their inputs, the cell represents a don’t care bit. Schemes for storing IP addresses of routing tables in TCAM make use of this don’t care bit to represent a network level address. For example, 192.168.128.0/24 can be stored in TCAM (the common notation / is used to describe the subnetwork addresses) as 1100000001010100010000000*********.

TCAM performs partial matching of the entries excluding the * part. This characteristic enables high-speed longest prefix matching. Therefore, the data format of the entries in this thesis take into consideration the don’t care value to fully utilize the advantages of TCAM.

One of the other main advantages of the TCAM besides its search speed is its ability to express ranges. A typical type of data in the form of a range is the port number field of an ACL, which is
Table 1.1: Dependence of TCAM content on bitline inputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TCAM's content</th>
<th>Bitline 1</th>
<th>Bitline 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>don't care (*)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>always miss</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: Example of Access Control List

| access-list 101 permit tcp host 10.1.1.2 host 172.16.1.1 eq telnet |
| access-list 102 deny tcp any range 1024 65535 any |
| access-list 103 permit ip 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 172.16.1.0 0.0.0.255 |
| access-list 111 deny icmp any 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 echo |
| access-list 191 permit udp any any range 16384 16483 |

used in the form of range to allow/deny various applications requiring several port numbers as a set as in video plus audio chat. Table 1.2 shows an example of an ACL. ACL entries typically consist of five fields: source and destination IP addresses, source and destination port numbers, and protocol type. Packets are classified according to the corresponding rule and a necessary action (permit/deny) is performed only when all fields are matched. For example in Table 1.2, access-list 101 permits the TCP packets with source IP address as 10.1.1.2 and with destination address as 172.16.1.1 that equals telnet. In BCAM, it is impossible to represent the range without writing every corresponding number within the range in the memory. For example, when writing the range 1024-65535 of access-list 102 in a BCAM entry, the simplest form is to write every single number to exactly match the entire entry. However, it is obvious that 64,512 entries are required to write a single range which ends up consuming a huge number of entries in BCAM. This method is referred as Full Expansion in this paper.

Since full expansion is not a practical method, in most cases the range has to be divided into several subranges to be stored in the memory. The process of dividing ranges is called Prefix Expansion (PE). Using TCAM's capability to use * value, PE expresses several port numbers as a single entry by aggregating the least significant bits as *, which makes it possible to represent subranges in units of $2^t$ and those aligned on boundaries of powers of 2. The range 1024-65535 would then be represented by the following six lines as in Table 1.3.
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Table 1.3: Prefix Expansion of 1024-65535

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix Expansion</th>
<th>32768-65535</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1010000000000000</td>
<td>16384-32767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000101000000000</td>
<td>8192-16383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000000100000000</td>
<td>4096-8191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000000000000001</td>
<td>2048-4095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000000000000000</td>
<td>1024-2047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compared to full expansion, the prefix expansion method can significantly reduce the number of TCAM entries needed. However, the configuration of ACL is usually performed manually and ranges based on decimal values (e.g. 10 – 20, 100 – 200) are commonly used. This might be a convenient setting for a human operator to understand, but it results in superfluous entries in TCAM which causes problems when TCAM exhaustion occurs. Partial application of the ACL occurs via software and the packets that match the rules that are not applied in the TCAM are processed by software [17], making wire speed search unachievable.

Despite the advantages of the TCAM, it also has a major drawback. In order to express a don't care bit, TCAM uses 16 transistors per a memory cell, whereas RAM uses 6. Therefore, it is desirable to write data in the TCAM more compactly, i.e. reduce the number of TCAM entries, using less space to save the number of the transistors needed.

The above characteristics of TCAM is taken into the consideration in this thesis to effectively lookup and store data especially the names of the resource.

1.2.2 Designing a New Routing Architecture: From IP to Name

One inspiring thought of the future Internet is being able to route on name in addition to IP address and implement this as a mechanism in the network layer. The binding of desired object to name and name to address is currently performed in services in the upper layer whereas in this thesis, the role of resolving names is substituted by routers so that the routing is done within the routers without consulting any external name servers. In other words, the mechanism for finding, querying, and fetching the desired information is performed within the routers themselves.

The advantages of the name-based routing in the network layer are:
- **Reduces the necessity of resolving names to IP addresses** - Conventional and current method of dealing with names is to first resolve them to IP addresses by DNS servers. Routers then route with IP addresses. When names are identifiers from the beginning, they can be mapped directly to locations by forwarding table in routers without having to be resolved to IP addresses.

- **Reduces the burden of resolving names to locations in devices other than routers** - It is possible to reduce a great number of management nodes, saving hardware and network requirements such as electricity, response time, and propagation delay. For example, it is reported that there are approximately 16 million name servers [18]. DNS is a scalable name resolving system but its resource utilization is low since a large number of name servers have to be operated for twenty-four hours seven days a week.

- **Increases overall network availability** - Named resources are searched using highly available routers instead of the conventional peer-to-peer (P2P) end-nodes or DNS servers. In other words, the routers can resolve names to locations even if the DNS servers go down therefore increasing the network accessibility.

With the limited network resource, the current DNS is the only way to resolve names to locations considering the performance. However, it is not desirable to completely eliminate the DNS server since it has important roles other than translating the domain name to the IP address, such as distributing the load of the web servers and resolving domain names of e-mails to mail servers. Therefore, it is the router that does the main job of resolving the names.

Among the numerous issues when realizing resource name-based routing in the network layer, some primary challenges and questions that have to be answered are listed below.

- **Network scalability** - Is the network topology scalable upon the routing information update, e.g. growth of the number of nodes? Names generally have less scalability than IP addresses especially when the name is flat, making aggregation of names in routing/forwarding tables more difficult.
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- **Storage constraints** - Is storing routing information of names in the number of currently deployed routers possible? Names especially those in human-readable formats are typically longer than 32-bit IP addresses and it is undesirable if a large number of additional routers is required to support forwarding tables with name information as mentioned in the work of Shue et. al [19].

- **Performance** - What is the overhead of routing/forwarding by names compared to that of the conventional IP in routers? Substituting IP address with name information might result in low payload to packet size ratio as discussed in [1].

- **Mobility** - How are names managed and routed when the end nodes and the resource itself change their physical position in the network? Routing by names are thought to have better support for mobility since it separates the identifier from location. A mechanism for supporting roaming hosts is required as discussed in [20].

- **Routing path** - How does a router find out the optimal path to reach the desired information of a source node by names? When names of resource are flat, i.e. difficult to aggregate, the number of hops from source to destination might increase since the forwarding table is not organized in network addresses. However, maintaining a lot of name information to find out an optimal routing path causes scalability problem.

- **Security** - Who is eligible for injecting named resource? Or is the resource itself certified by a trusted host? As discussed in [1], the authentication of binding between names and resource is more important than conventional host authentication.

It is emphasized that the goal here is not to replace the DNS nor do the proposal in this thesis shows how to fully achieve name-based routing within the router. Rather, the main focus is on **network scalability** and **storage constraints** since those are considered as crucial issues in realizing resource name-based routing. Specifically, regarding the **network scalability**, it is shown that that the number of required routers increases with scalability rather than diverge exponentially when the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) database is updated. The reason why FQDN is used as an example of names is explained in Section 4.1.1. In addition, for the **storage constraints**, it is
presented that the number of the required routers to store routing information of names is less than 1% compared to the number of currently deployed routers. Although the other challenges stated above are well recognized, these are not within the scope of this thesis and are left to be addressed in the future work.

1.2.3 Implementing Publication/Subscription Model in Routers

Determining the content's destination by its metadata indicates that there might be more than one receiver for a message. That is, a message that matches one or more conditions specified by multiple users should be sent to every user who requests the message. This is one of the biggest differences between location-centric network and resource-centric network where one-to-many communication style is demanded more than one-to-one communication. Exchanging duplicate packets in one-to-many communication among the individual nodes makes the complex large-scaled Internet more and more congested.

To realize one-to-many packet forwarding, extended IP multicast technology is promising. In the router, the multicast forwarding table is composed of multicast forwarding information base (FIB), adjacency table (ADJ), and multicast expansion table (MET). Especially for the MET that keeps the information of multiple output interface, current number of output interfaces is at maximum of 64,000 [21]. When the table is full, multicast packets can not be processed in the hardware and the software switching in the CPU is required which drastically degrades the performance due to its slow speed [22]. In order to catch up with the increasing number of topics in resource-centric routing, expanding the capacity of MET is a simple solution. However, it is necessary to consider the additional cost of making a detour around the router whose MET is full to avoid a drastic performance degradation.

Publish/subscribe (pub/sub) paradigm is considered as an effective communication model [23] for the future network architecture that solves many challenges of the current Internet and is appropriate for designing distributed systems due to its loose-coupled and asynchronous communication [24]. In addition, relevant data is delivered to the consumers according to the interest they
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Figure 1.6: Basic concept of publish/subscribe model

have expressed. As shown in Figure 1.6, pub/sub mainly consists of publisher, subscriber, and rendezvous point (a.k.a. broker). The subscriber sends out a subscription message for some information which it has an interest for. When the publication of the publisher matches this subscription’s condition, the information is sent to the subscriber.

The advantage of this interaction based on events is that the publisher and the subscriber do not have to care about their counterparts and do not have to communicate at the same time, since rendezvous point connects the paths between the publisher and the subscriber [25]. In addition, when the messages are being published and processed by each side, it does not affect the main flow control [26].

The two most widely used subscription models of pub/sub are content-based and topic-based. In content-based pub/sub, the interest for events are expressed in a combination of multiple meta-data conditions such as, name = osaka, price < 100, 50 < data size < 100. Rich expression means higher granularity but it also means higher cost since the rendezvous points have to compare every conditions for each interest and the data. On the other hand, in topic-based pub/sub, events are published and subscribed by topics or keywords where the topics are similar to the notion of groups. Topic-based pub/sub is much simpler to implement than the content-based pub/sub but the subscribers result in receiving more information than they intended since a topic name may indicate a broad object. However, this can be solved by designating a hierarchical name.
which can give more granularity. This thesis targets topic-based pub/sub to simplify the discussion and furthermore it is assumed that the routers are the rendezvous points which simultaneously caches the published content as the routers forward the content. These routers also become publishers of the content for the future subscriptions.

The communication style of pub/sub also shows the need for paradigm shift in the router architecture. That is, it is only natural that network layer devices have to support the change in the network architecture from the host-centric to resource-centric.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis begins by mentioning the related work in Chapter 2. Regarding the main proposals, the characteristic of TCAM is explored first in Chapter 3 by proposing a range matching device with prefix expansion algorithm to store ACL. Chapters 4 and 5 focus on name-based routing method and its evaluation on network and hardware requirements. Finally, this thesis is concluded in Chapter 6.

A New TCAM Architecture for Managing ACL in Routers [27–30]

Chapter 3 presents the characteristics of Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) which is a special type of memory used in routers. The packets are forwarded by referring to the rules in the forwarding table used in the current Internet, whereas the packets are classified by referring to the rules in the access control list. The memory type used for storing these forwarding tables and the access control list to achieve a high-speed packet forwarding and classification is TCAM. However, TCAM uses more transistors than random access memory, resulting in a high power consumption and a high production cost. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the entries written in the TCAM to minimize the utilized transistors. The proposal presents a new TCAM architecture by using the range matching devices integrated within the TCAM’s control logic with an optimized prefix expansion algorithm. The proposed method reduces the number of entries required to express the access control list rules, especially when specifying port ranges. With less than ten range matching devices, the total number of the entries required to store the port ranges in the TCAM can be reduced to approximately 50% with less than 0.3% increase of the manufacturing cost.
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**Resource Name-based Routing in the Network Layer [31–36]**

The evaluation result from Chapter 3 shows that storing the data in the TCAM requires a careful consideration of its characteristic. In addition to 0 and 1, TCAM uses an arbitrary don't care value, '*' which enables a faster searching speed but leads to a higher energy consumption compared to the general purpose memories. In other words, it is crucial to effectively use the * value to better utilize TCAM in storing the access control list. This confirmation is used in Chapter 4 to investigate whether the routers are capable of storing the name information of each named node, therefore showing the feasibility of the proposed name-based routing. The main contribution of this part is on proposing how to distribute a large sized database of the name information among the routers. Using approximately 700 million existing fully qualified domain names, the evaluation result shows that resource name-based routing is feasible even when considering the limitations of the TCAM size in the routers. Utilizing a hash function and longest alphabet matching, inspired by the longest prefix matching, the name database is evenly distributed among all routers. The resulting number of routers is approximately 1% of the currently deployed number of all routers. In addition, the effects of dynamic updates of the database are evaluated by investigating whether the storage location of the names is migrated frequently. Furthermore, the proposed name-based routing has 56% shorter path lengths compared to the lookup system based on the overlay end nodes.

**A New Memory Architecture for Realizing Name Lookup Tables in Resource-centric Networks [37–39]**

The last part in Chapter 5 of this thesis addresses one of the most challenging issues in realizing a name-based routing in the routers: how to manage the information of the numerous contents and the large-scale number of the users. A new router lookup table structure is proposed to manage such information where the content itself is named and the interest of the users is related to the name of the content. In order to complete the packet forwarding within the network layer, i.e. the search for content which matches the interest, the routers acting as the rendezvous points of a publish/subscribe system should maintain the information of the content names and the users subscribing to the content. Three lookup table structures for the name lookup tables in the routers
are proposed, each with a different combination of DRAM, SRAM, and TCAM depending on the usage purpose. The proposed memory architecture is evaluated with the parameters such as memory cost, latency, and utilization using real-life and synthetic databases that have a Zipf distribution. The lookup table that has the lowest manufacturing cost and the lowest latency for storing the given database within a fixed budget is presented. Depending on the lookup table, the read latency ranges from 75 μsec to 45 msec. In addition, it is shown that the chip cost is exponentially reduced from $997 to $17 for distributing the names and the subscriber information by increasing the number of the rendezvous points.
Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter introduces the related work regarding the topics addressed in this thesis.

A New TCAM Architecture for Managing ACL in Routers

It is shown in Section 1.2.1 that TCAMs have high energy consumption and the number of used TCAM entries should be minimized.

Several methods for reducing the number of entries have been suggested. Che et. al [40] proposes Dynamic Range Encoding Scheme which encodes a subset of the ranges in the ACL and maps it to unused bits in each entry of the TCAM. Each encoded range affects other ranges which further reduces entries; an entry expansion ratio of 1.23 can be achieved, whereas an average full expansion ratio is approximately 6.20 [15]. However, the proposed algorithm uses TCAM resources when encoding the range and ends up accessing TCAM more frequently when there are more ranges to encode. Also, it needs additional memory for mapping, which can result in an increased search time.

In the work of Dong et. al [41], the subranges in the ACL are processed to be in powers of 2 under the premise that the range ends up being semantically unchanged. The total number of required entries decreases by 50%. However, the total reduction rate depends on the inter-dependent ACL rules whereas the proposal in this thesis focuses on reducing the number of required TCAM entries to store a single port range which is independent of the ranges. Also, the work of Dong
et. al [41] approaches the given issue with a software method (trimming, expanding, adding, and merging) whereas the proposal in thesis uses a hardware method (NOT/AND/OR gates) to achieve a faster processing speed.

In the paper of Lakshminarayanan et. al [42], the ranges are encoded using ternary values, but the major difference from the two papers mentioned above is that it places don't care bits at arbitrary places instead of in a prefix form. The result also uses unused bits in each entry. Using 32 bits for this encoding, the suggested algorithm can reduce the necessary entries by up to 50%. However, the authors mention that the optimal encoding method depends on the ACL's content which cannot be known a priori.

Cisco's IP routers use a device called Layer-4 Operation Unit (LOU) to write port numbers in ranges in order to make use of the limited TCAM resources [43]. LOU is a hardware device which resides outside of the TCAM and makes it possible for the ranges to be logically compared using the operators \( gt \) (greater than), \( lt \) (less than), \( range \), and \( neq \) (not equal), and determines if the input port number matches the specified condition by matching every other field except for the port ranges. Only after a positive result does it begin to search whether logical terms of port ranges also match. By this method, port fields in ranges are only managed under LOU which is independent of the TCAM itself. As a result, the possibility of expressing a rule in a single TCAM entry has the effect of writing more rules to TCAM in the end.

However, the biggest problem with this technique is that LOU is implemented outside of the TCAM circuit. Because the input data format for the LOU is entirely different from TCAM's, the input/output (I/O) band consumption ends up being twice as much, trying to represent the same rate when there is a search from the outside to TCAM. In other words, the amount of I/O pin numbers needed under the same frequency doubles. When the physical size of the device is the same, increasing the I/O pin numbers for external I/O causes the distance between the pins to get smaller and ends up requiring higher-precision wire connections. Also, the signal integrity and the simultaneous signal output (SSO) noise become important factors in the recent high speed hardware devices, which creates restrictions in designing boards in order to reduce the interference noise between the pins. Because of this, it is desirable to have a smaller number of pins if the hardware chip performance should remain the same.
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These algorithms consist only of software solutions or the implementation of new devices outside of the TCAM and their actual application is limited. Adding an extension to the TCAM itself and thoroughly considering how the number of entries can be reduced is an unprecedented work.

Another commercial product, NetLogic’s range encoding engine (REE) [44], implements range encoding that allows customers to effectively double the efficiency of performing port range inspection. However, it is very difficult to compare this work with NetLogic’s REE because (i) no public document is available, therefore it is difficult to find out about the specifications and (ii) it is unclear if ‘double the efficiency’ means whether the search time halved or the required memory space was saved 50%.

Figure 2.1 shows two reasons for TCAM exhaustion. Figure 2.1(a) is when a port range from 224 to 241 ends up occupying memory space and Figure 2.1(b) is when devices such as LOU exhausts bandwidth by handling exact and range matching process separately, therefore increasing I/O pin numbers.

The proposal in this thesis regarding the ACL is to use a modified TCAM chip with Range Matching Devices (RMD) in order to restrain the growth of TCAM entries through prefix expansion. As shown in Figure 2.2, range matching function does not require separate circuits. RMDs are integrated within the TCAM’s logic, therefore reducing the cost of extra I/O lines. In addition, it
is possible to maintain the conventional TCAM from the user’s point of view and simultaneously permit arbitrary ranges to be stored which reduces hardware costs. In addition, in a situation where the limited number of RMDs is exhausted, the effect of adding logical NOT and AND gates to the TCAM in order to achieve a flexible combination of range expressions is considered. Using this method, it is shown that improving ACLs management is possible compared to the current practice of only using logical OR operations.

**Resource Name-based Routing in the Network Layer**

This thesis shares a fundamental research background and the motivation with Koponen et al. [20]'s proposal Data Oriented Network Architecture (DONA), which involves a clean-slate redesigning of Internet naming and name resolution. The mismatch between Internet’s design for one-to-one communication and the usage for data access is causing problems such as difficulties in persistence, availability, and authenticity [20]. Specifically, the paper proposes replacing DNS names with flat, self-certifying names, and replacing DNS name resolution with a name-based anycast primitive that lives above the IP layer. Content in DONA must first be published, or registered, with a tree of trusted resolution handlers (RHs) to enable retrieval. Each resolution handler must maintain a large forwarding table providing the next hop information for every piece of content in the network.
Once the content is located, packets are exchanged with the original requestor using the standard IP routing. The fundamental difference of the work in this thesis from DONA is that the nodes which perform routing by name, RHs, are overlay nodes whereas the proposal in this thesis implements the function within the routers in the network layer. However, the work in this thesis is not in a competitive relationship with DONA but rather in a supportive relationship: the RHs' role of resolving name can be better achieved in the network layer, typically in routers instead of in overlay nodes. The routers utilize the information of the underlying physical topology better and can provide TCAM [16], specialized for longest-prefix matching that RHs use for searching the registration table. In this thesis, the required router memory for storing forwarding information in names is evaluated.

In name-based routing protocol (NBRP) proposed by Gritter et al. [45], clients and users desire connectivity not to a particular server or IP address but to some piece of a content specified by name, typically a URL. Content routers are extended to support names which act as both conventional IP routers and name servers to provide name-to-next hop mappings. However, names are used only while the connection is being established and not for routing the actual data packets. Once the 'best' server with the desired information is reached using the name-to-next hop mapping information of the content routers, IP address of the content server is sent back to the client which originated the request. In contrast, the proposal in this thesis assumes that the routers can forward packets with names attached by storing the forwarding/routing information within the routers. Furthermore, the proposal in [45] stays at calculating the routing table size by a single DRAM, lacking an evaluation on the size of the routing tables that each router has. When dealing with names typically longer than 32-bit IP address, storage problem is a major issue that has to be addressed. In this thesis, TCAM is utilized for storing routing information to assume a more realistic hardware circumstance.

Another name-based routing scheme is propose by Shue et al. [19] and the performance of their proposal is compared with IP in terms of the creation, search, and update time of the routing tables, as well as the required memory. A major challenge of the proposal mentioned in that paper is the storage requirement, which is improved through caching and aggregating domain names. However, the work is still in its initial phase and the paper does not fully explain whether this is a feasible technology in terms of the hardware requirements. Moreover, the algorithm is evaluated
using only a single router and does not state how the overall system should be designed nor do the authors elaborate on details of the routing method. The work in this thesis focus on evaluating the general feasibility of the routing using names instead of IP addresses, for both network and hardware requirements using TCAM.

In Networking Named Content (NNC) proposed by Jacobson et al. [1], named packets arriving on the interface of CCN nodes are matched with the entries in forwarding information base, content store, and pending interest table. Based on the result of the longest prefix match, actions such as forwarding or discarding is performed. One of the main differences between NNC and the work in this thesis is that NNC provides data caching in the forwarding engine whereas this work presume resource name-based routing in high-speed routers that are mainly devoted to forwarding. In addition, the implementation and the deployment of NNC considers overlay whereas the proposal in this thesis provides a network layer service, not a service of a specific application. However, this is not to say the proposal in this thesis contradicts nor is superior to their work. The authors mention that the content names can be easily hashed for efficient lookups rather than using the fast but expensive TCAMs. The search speed can be improved by showing that the resource name-based routing is feasible even when considering the limitations of TCAM size in routers.

A New Memory Architecture for Realizing Name Lookup Tables in Resource-centric Networks

Among the past work that supports the implementation of one-to-many communication in routers is IP multicast [46]. A multicast address is assigned to a group of multiple users for the content to be sent to that address. IP multicast is implemented in the network nodes, and trees are constructed in order to avoid transmitting the same packets multiple times over the same path. Packets with a multicast IP address are duplicated and forwarded by the routers along the path. However, in a circumstance where there are several tens of thousands destinations for the duplicated packet to be sent, the multicast packets are processed in the software instead of in the hardware which slows down the performance. Moreover, the hardware for IP multicast shows a limitation in storing only the source and the multicast group IP address which makes it difficult to store the information of
users' specific request for a content.

In this thesis, a hardware architecture is proposed where the network layer routers behave as the brokers in pub/sub that can perform well even when the number of the subscribers increases drastically. Specifically, the proposed router memory architecture for storing tables in topic names and the subscribers is proposed. Topic names are used to express the interest of a content, similar to the subscription model of topic-based pub/sub in Figure 2.3, where the users subscribe to content (messages \(m_1\) and \(m_2\)) named 'LondonStockMarket/Stock/StockQuotes'. Meanwhile, the work in this thesis differs from Data-oriented Network Architecture (DONA) [20] since a mechanism for the naming of content and name resolution is not proposed in this thesis. Rather, the fundamental idea is shared with Jacobson et. al [1] which matches the content from the provider and the interest from the consumer by content names. The contents are assumed to be already named and the router memory architecture is evaluated with the parameters such as memory cost, latency, and utilization using the topic name and the subscriber databases that have Zipf distribution.

The objective of this research is to propose a router architecture for the future Internet, not to confront nor compete with application level solutions such as overlays to realize content-centric networks [3] and name-based routing [1, 19, 20, 47]. Implementing resource name-based routing on network layer can replenish the conventional overlays by adding features such as accelerated lookup algorithm and optimized construction of routing path that utilizes the physical topology. Moreover,
overlays can be used as a method to aid the migration from the host-centric to resource-centric when the routers have a legacy architecture.
Chapter 3

A New TCAM Architecture for Managing ACL in Routers

3.1 Management of Range Matching Device (RMD)

In this section the logical circuit diagram of the RMD is described, a policy for storing ranges in it is proposed, and the three PE algorithms used in this work is clarified. The mechanism is first described and the proposal is evaluated with updated ACL data.

3.1.1 TCAM Implementing Range Specifications

As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, the number of entries to be stored in TCAM does not decrease much by applying prefix expansion and it is difficult to optimize and update LOU. Numerous studies so far have used an existing TCAM device and implemented additional software or external devices to minimize the number of required entries. The port numbers in ranges is supported by extending the TCAM device. As an extension to the conventional TCAM, the effect of adding a range determining circuit and logical operators between the entries is analyzed using the following methods.

Figure 3.1 shows the interconnection of Figure 3.2 and 3.3. Figure 3.2(a) is a logic circuit diagram of the proposed RMD. It contains Normal, RMD, Src/Dst, From, To, Load Enable and
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Figure 3.1: Interconnection of Figures 3.2 and 3.3

Search Line as inputs and Out as an output. Normal and RMD are used when an user decides whether to use this device in TCAM as a memory cell that has a data or as a pointer to the RMD. To make an RMD contain a range, there has to be a positive signal to Load Enable and Src/Dst which determines if this is set for the source or destination port number. At the same time, each From and To line gets an input of 16 bits that represents the range.

When the RMD is operated as a searching device, either the source or destination port is selected based on the input information above and is compared with the stored range. Only when the input is between From and To does it return the result of Out as 1 (otherwise 0) which becomes the internal search key in Figure 3.2(b). In TCAM, separate bits for the RMD have to be assigned in addition to the other data bits such as source/destination IP address, source/destination port, and the protocol. A single bit is assigned for each RMD. The bit, corresponding to the RMD that contains the desired range, is set to 1 and rest of the bits for other RMDs are set to *. Figure 3.2(b) shows an example of a simple TCAM structure. Let us assume that there are five kinds of ranges already stored in the RMD (6970–6999, 2326–2837, 3230–3253, 5555–6555, and 1024–65535). According to the above RMD bit assigning rule, the RMD part within the TCAM becomes *1****. When there is a search key port number 2436, it returns the output of 01000 (Internal Search Key) and second entry’s result is 1, meaning a match (“HIT” in Figure 3.2(b)) and then this packet will be either denied or permitted, depending on the specified action in the corresponding ACL rule.

RMD is a dedicated LSI with a fixed circuit. The reason why field-programmable gate array (FPGA) was not considered for designing the RMD was because i) FPGA is suited to satisfy multiple functions and may have a useless part, ii) as the demand for TCAM is low for FPGA, it is
not implemented for FPGA, and iii) when it comes to chip size and speed, a dedicated LSI is more effective than FPGA for a large-scale TCAM. The RMD is designed with the minimum number of gates for the status quo. A possible downsizing is by eliminating the circuits for selecting the src/dst port but the utility may degrade in exchange.

Since TCAM is considered to have performed a successful search when it returns at least one entry that satisfies every field, there can be a situation in which each entry's result performs a logical OR action with the other entries' results. In this thesis, in addition to the conventional PE-OR method, the performance of extending the TCAM capability by adding NOT and AND gates is
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Figure 3.3: Additional NOT/AND operation gates in TCAM array

analyzed. This is because additional gates such as NOT and AND are necessary to fully express PE-MIN. The algorithm of PE-MIN and an example range decomposition is given in Section 3.1.3. Figure 3.3 shows a modified TCAM circuit which has NOT/AND gates. NOT gates are first implemented in the left-most part, followed by AND gates. Since it is impossible to perform a logical AND operation in the hardware only when it is needed, sets of ANDs (2, 4, 8 in this case) are needed, to be already embedded in the hardware. Depending on the number of entries required in representing each subrange that uses AND sets, the smallest AND set needed is selected and any rules exceeding 8 lines can be written in a regular PE-OR form. The benefit of these extra gates is being able to utilize the PE-MIN, which reduces the total number of entries needed to represent ranges.

3.1.2 RMD Policy

RMDs are limited resources and should be used carefully since they can determine the TCAM’s performance specification. Writing ranges that are unpopular or ranges that do not consume multiple numbers of entries after the prefix expansion in to RMDs would not decrease the total number
of required entries to the maximum degree. Therefore, in order to minimize the TCAM entries, it is desirable to give a higher priority to the range that has the highest entry reduction ratio when being written to the RMD. In this thesis, the weight of each range, which determines the rank to be written in the RMD, is calculated as \((\text{Lines after PE} - 1)\) multiplied by \((\text{Number of ACLs referring this range})\). In other words, a range has a higher tendency to be written into the RMD when it expands to more lines, or has a higher appearance in the ACL database, than other ranges.

### 3.1.3 Optimization of the Prefix Expansion (PE)

In this section, an optimized prefix expansion scheme is presented using NOT/AND/OR operations between entries in the TCAM with the proposed hardware structure in Section 3.1.1. Here the three prefix expansion algorithms are explained: PE-OR, PE-Exclusive, and PE-MIN. Figure 3.4 shows a simple representation of the three algorithms with the example range of \(5000-6000\).

- **PE-OR**
  
  PE-OR is the conventional prefix expansion method that represents the range in units of powers of 2. It shows especially outstanding performance when the range is also expressed as \(2^i\) to \(2^{i+1} - 1\) which would consume only a single entry. However, in the worst possible case of the range \(16385-65534\), it ends up being 29 lines.

- **PE-Exclusive**
  
  PE-Exclusive first finds the minimum range of \([2^i, 2^{i+1} - 1]\) (\(x\) and \(y\) in Figure 3.4, respectively) that entirely covers the given range, and expresses the unnecessary parts in combinations of powers of 2. This method is convenient in expressing ranges that are not suitable for PE-OR. For example, the above worst-case range of \(16385-65534\) can be expressed in only 3 lines: \(16384-65535\ AND (\text{NOT} 16384)\ AND (\text{NOT} 65535)\).

- **PE-MIN**
  
  PE-MIN is the most optimized entry reduction algorithm of these three. It uses brute force to find the appropriate ranges. Below is the description of the algorithm.

  1. First, do a longest prefix match of \(From\) and \(To\) in the range \([From, To]\). Select
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As shown in Figure 3.4, the range 5000–6000 in PE-MIN is expressed as ((4992–5119) OR (5120–6143)) AND (NOT (4992–4999)) AND (NOT (6000–6015)) AND (NOT (6016–6143)) OR (6000), where b is 5120 (binary: 101000000000) because 5000 is 1001110001000 and 6000 is 1011101110000 in binary, respectively.

Figure 3.4: Expansion of 5000–6000 using the prefix expansion algorithms

Reference Point b by setting the most significant bit position that differs for the first time. Furthermore, let us divide the range into two parts [From, b] and [b, To]

2. Let D be the interval from the b and To. For the interval [b, To], find the largest value of i which satisfies $2^i < D \leq 2^{i+1}$

3. For the two ranges of [b, To] and [b, b + 2^{i+1}], calculate $x_l$ and $x_r$ which are the entries needed for each range, respectively

4. If $x_l < x_r$, add a prefix of [b, To], or else add [b, b + 2^{i+1}]

5. For the range [To, b + 2^{i+1}] which exceeds the original given range, repeat steps 2–4 and apply NOT operation

6. Repeat steps 2–4 for the range [From, b]
Table 3.1: Three ACL sets for evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Captured</th>
<th>Apr. 07</th>
<th>Oct. 07</th>
<th>Apr. 08</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of unique ACL entries</td>
<td>6,440</td>
<td>7,202</td>
<td>7,703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of ranges</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of unique ranges</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Simulation Experiments and Discussions

This section analyzes how many entries are required in writing the port numbers expressed in ranges and discusses the result using a real-life database. Table 3.1 shows the information about the three campus-level ACL sets used in this analysis, which were obtained in April and October 2007, and April 2008.

3.2.1 Entry Reduction

Figure 3.5 shows how the required entries can be reduced when RMDs are used. Figure 3.5(a) shows how writing every single number (Full Expansion) that is represented in ranges can consume an enormous amount of TCAM resources. From this figure, it easily seen that an order of a million entries are needed when there are no RMDs. The reason for this phenomenon is that the range $1024 - 65535$ which consisting of registered/dynamic ports is common and it expands to 64,512 lines. By only using one RMD, this range gets written in the memory with the highest priority which results in one tenth of the total required number of lines.

Next, Figure 3.5(b) shows the effect of entry reduction when RMDs are used with prefix expansion. The the weight proposed in Section 3.1.2 is calculated and ranges with larger weight are written first to the RMD. As a result, it is shown that it is possible to drastically reduce the number of entries by putting them into RMDs. When the limited number of RMDs is exhausted, ranges with lower priority are written in the TCAM by using prefix expansion. The reduction rate is especially high when a small number of RMDs is implemented and when PE-OR is used: when there are seven to eight RMDs, the total required ranges to write can be reduced as much as 50% from that of not using any RMDs at all. In addition, five to six RMDs can achieve the same effect as in the PE-MIN case (see Figure 3.5(c)). Also, all three figures in Figure 3.5 show an exponential
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Figure 3.5: Comparisons of total required entries (w/ or w/o PE combined with RMD)

decrease and after a certain number of RMDs, it is useless to add further RMDs. This is due to the calculation of the weight of each range. Ranges with low priority (i.e., low weight) do not reduce the total number of entries needed even if they are written in the RMD.

Furthermore, when comparing the PE-OR and PE-MIN schemes, the required total entries decrease by about 12% by adding AND/NOT logical gates to the TCAM (614 lines for PE-OR and 695 lines for PE-MIN, both with three RMDs). When PE-OR tries to accomplish the same level as that of PE-MIN, two to three further RMDs are needed.

An algorithmic analysis of the different prefix expansions shows the distribution of expanded lines in each method using the April 2007 database. Figure 3.6 shows how each algorithm expands the range. The total number of lines can be reduced to approximately 10% using the PE-MIN
compared to PE-OR. Comparing the entry reduction itself, PE-MIN uses the least TCAM resources, but it requires built-in logical NOT and AND gates in the TCAM itself.

Then, the question arises: which is a better choice? From the point of view only of the number of required TCAM entries, PE-MIN is the definite choice since it can minimize the number of vertical lines. However, adding NOT/AND gates to fully support PE-MIN might end up increasing the horizontal bits (bits added for RMD, $x$ in Figure 3.7(a)) in the TCAM, which is not a highly desirable choice since determining the optimum AND sets might be different for each ACL. PE-OR might seem like an appealing choice since it does not require any additional logical operation gates. The problem with using only PE-OR, however, is that this method is not well-suited for some intentional worst-case tests, like setting worst-case ranges mentioned in Section 3.1.3 in each source and destination port numbers to create $29 \times 29 = 841$ lines for a single rule. Unless this is the case, using PE-OR might be adequate.

One of the biggest advantages of adding logical NOT/AND gates in addition to minimizing the total entries required in storing the ACL is that it makes it possible for the 'except' rules of the ACL to be stored directly in the TCAM, whereas the conventional methods such as Cisco IOS or Juniper
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Figure 3.7: Wasted and saved memory when range matching devices are used

Junos prefer to use the software solution.

3.2.2 Overhead Cost Estimation

Finally, the increase in the hardware cost caused by adding RMDs is analyzed. Figure 3.8(a) shows the TCAM hardware structure using 90 nm technology. The ratio of the components in this chip are shown in Figure 3.8(b). Among all of the components, 8% is Control Logic which is known to be approximately 305 K gates. Meanwhile, the gate, which is used as a unit for chip area, of a single RMD is 580 gates. When inserting 20 RMDs in TCAM, this results in around 11.6 K gates, and corresponds to 0.3% of the total TCAM gates. Therefore, with the 0.3% increase in manufacturing cost, it is possible to significantly reduce the required number of TCAM lines to write port numbers, which results in more ACL storage space for the limited TCAM resource. Furthermore, the component ratio would stay about roughly the same even if the chip technology advances to 65 nm.

Figure 3.7(a) shows that one additional RMD requires one more TCAM bit to represent the result of the RMD part. Thus RMD reduces the number of vertical lines in TCAM, but at the cost of increasing the horizontal lines. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the trade-off of both factors.
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(a) TCAM VLSI in 90nm Technology

Control Logic
GLUE + ColDrv = 8%
305K Gates (priori)

580 Gates x 20 RMDs = 11.6 K Gates
Current TCAM : TCAM with RMD = 100 : 100.3

(b) Cost compared to the existing chip

Figure 3.8: Existing TCAM and cost comparison with proposed hardware
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in order to decide the optimal number of RMDs for implementation in a TCAM device.

For example, when there is a data with a bit length of $x_0$ to write in the TCAM without any RMDs, and let $y_0$ be the required number of entries to write prefix expansion-ed ACL. In this case, the total required bits $C_0$ in TCAM can be represented as $C_0 = x_0y_0$. When one RMD is added in a situation where $i$ RMDs are being used, $d_{i+1}$ lines can be reduced. The total necessary bit after adding the RMD in TCAM can be now expressed as the Equation 3.1.

$$C_{i+1} = x_{i+1}y_{i+1} = (x_i + 1)(y_i - d_{i+1})$$

Therefore, the change $\Delta_{i+1}$ in total bits by adding an RMD can be expressed as,

$$\Delta_{i+1} = x_{i+1}y_{i+1} - x_iy_i = y_i - (x_i + 1)d_{i+1}$$

In order to reduce the total bits after adding the RMD, $\Delta_{i+1}$ has to be negative. As a result the following relation is acquired: $d_{i+1} > y_i/(x_i + 1)$.

Figure 3.7(b) shows the total saved memory as RMDs are added. Five kinds of data bits are considered: 104, 144, 288, 432, and 576 (104 bits for the five-tuple and others for a multiplication of 72 which is a common unit of TCAM cells in current technology). This result shows that memory space is saved in the beginning when the RMDs are first added but after a certain number of RMDs, the overhead increases and it is no longer possible to gain any further benefits. Also, when the data bits are shorter, the wasted memory increases faster as the RMDs are added. The ratio of port numbers expressed in ranges in an ACL affects the optimal number of RMDs required in order to make the most of its advantages.

3.3 Summary

For the next generation of TCAM in routers, it will be important to design hardware based on the data that is written in TCAM such as ACLs. The benefit is lower power consumption and better utilization of the hardware resources.

A new TCAM architecture combining optimized prefix expansion and range matching devices is
proposed in this chapter to reduce the number of lines required in TCAM to represent port numbers in ranges. By using real-life ACL databases, it is also shown how the proposed architecture can manage the ACL more effectively than conventional methods, reducing the required number of TCAM entries to express the port numbers in ranges by 50%. The significance of reduced entries is large. By 50%, it means the required transistors and the power consumption of the memory array is reduced by half. In addition, less space per a chip means more number of chips in a wafer, lowering the production cost.
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Resource Name-based Routing in the Network Layer

4.1 Name-based Routing

This section describes the overall structure of the proposed system and the routing scheme with listing the preliminaries and requirements for the design of a new routing scheme.

4.1.1 Network Architecture and Name Structure

When deciding what name should be used to evaluate the feasibility of the name-based routing, a number of standardized names to represent the resource information are first examined.

The examples are the common language equipment identifier (CLEI) [48], the extensible resource identifier (XRI) [49], the life science identifiers (LSID) [50], and the digital object identifier (DOI) [51]. A CLEI identifies a communication device and is globally unique. The ID’s ten alphanumeric characters represent the device’s technology, type, function, and manufacturer, as well as provide complementary data. The XRI is independent of domain, location, and application (syntax (1) in Table 4.1). The LSID identifies biologically significant resources using syntax (2) in Table 4.1, and the DOI identifies content objects in a digital environment using syntax (3) in Table 4.1 where the prefix and the suffix identify the registrant and the single object, respectively.
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Table 4.1: Syntax of standardized names

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>xri://authority/path?query#fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>urn:lsid:authority.org:namespace:object:revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>prefix/suffix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>scheme name:hierarchical part?query#fragment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These uniform resource identifiers (URIs) [52] are commonly used to identify abstract and physical resources and are compatible with syntax (4) in Table 4.1. Most of the naming schemes have a hierarchical structure, i.e., a tree structure containing a number of domains each of which having names and/or lower-level domains. Particularly, the authority part in the names in Table 4.1 show the hierarchical structure, ideally suited to a more distributed registration scheme [53].

FQDN is used as an example of names that constructs forwarding/routing tables in routers in this chapter with the following reasons: (i) currently there are approximately 700 million FQDNs which is a sufficient number for evaluating the feasibility and demonstrating the solutions to the questions regarding the network scalability and the storage constraints in Section 1.2.2 and (ii) FQDN has a hierarchical structure which is a common feature of standardized names in Table 4.1. Therefore, it is believed when the feasibility of FQDN-based routing is confirmed, generalizing it to the resource name-based routing is possible.

The proposed system has a hierarchical network architecture in order to have the local information routed in a closed network instead of being transmitted over a widespread area. In addition, it is possible to take an advantage of one specific characteristic of FQDNs that they are already separated into different levels by dots. There are some advantages to having many levels in a hierarchical structure: Each level consist of only few nodes, making the routing table of each node small. However, there are also some disadvantages such as the extra overhead for traversing multiple levels and nodes in end-to-end communication. On the other hand, if there is only a single level, routing information of a large number of nodes have to be handled by each node, which makes the routing table of each node very large. In the research on hierarchical routing for P2P applications [54,55], two-level structures are commonly used. In addition, as the number of hierarchy levels increases the reduction in the routing table size is most effective when the structure has two or three levels [56]. Therefore, the maximum number of levels of the hierarchy in the proposed system here is chosen
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Figure 4.1: Virtual topology for storing hierarchical names and physical network topology

to be three. Since the number of FQDNs in different top level domains (TLDs) is not equal, not all TLDs have three underlying levels of routers. If the router in the highest level can handle all of the routing information within a certain TLD, then a single level is sufficient for that particular TLD. However, this number of hierarchy can be decreased or increased when necessary. The hierarchical topology used in this paper and the network topology inspired by the Abilene network [57] are shown in Figure 4.1.

The Abilene network is known to have similar characteristics to the real Internet topology [58]. It groups routers into three levels from the center outwards to the edge: backbone, local gateway, and edge routers. The architecture in this chapter also groups routers into three levels: the routers managing TLDs, the routers managing 2nd-level domain names, and the routers managing 3rd-level domain names. This hierarchical topology is mapped to the Abilene-inspired topology correspondingly. Since there are fewer than 300 kinds of TLDs, it is possible to statically configure which router to manage what TLD. For the local gateway and the edge routers, dynamic configuration is used to store the routing information, which is explained in detail in the next section. In this chapter, the difference of the hierarchical grouping cases between gTLDs (global TLDs, such as .com and .net) and ccTLDs (country code TLDs, such as .us and .jp) is ignored. That is, although the current domain name scheme puts foo and co of .foo.com and .co.jp in a different level,
these are considered as the same since the exact hierarchical ordering of the FQDNs is not a main object in this chapter.

4.1.2 Routing Protocol

The resource name-based routing differs from the IP routing in terms of the registration because of the ID/locator separation. As IP serves as both an ID and an locator, it simplifies the aggregation of the downstream traffic because the IP assignment is the same in the hierarchical and in the Internet topology. However, names are not always location dependent which makes a separate registration process necessary. A node that intends to register its name injects a 'registration message' into the network and this message will eventually reach a router. The router that returns a 'destination unreachable' message because it does not have the path information is the place where the new name will be registered. Each router has a limited amount of storage capacity to handle the routing information. In order to ensure that there is always enough room for the routing table updates, a threshold value is set. After a certain threshold value is reached, the routing information must be written in a new router. A router's threshold of 0.75 means that the initial storage available for the existing names is 75% of the router's storage capacity. The remaining 25% is reserved for the routing table updates. When a new FQDN is registered, the utilization ratio of the router is checked. If it is below the threshold, the name is registered in that router; otherwise, there are two possibilities: split the original router's routing table in half and divide it between two routers or leave the original router in its current status and start storing the new names in a new router. These 'new routers' are designated as candidates from the beginning and they are only used when a split table needs to be created.

A brief description on the type and exchanged time of the messages is mentioned below.

1. Name registration: When registering new FQDNs to the forwarding/routing table of the routers

2. Name update: When there are changes in the routers where the FQDNs are registered

3. Name deletion (unregistration): When deleting FQDNs from the forwarding/routing table of
the routers

4. Forwarding information base (FIB) bulk transfer: When a router’s threshold of number of the entries have been reached. The entries are split and transferred to the new router

5. Router registration: When the new routers are registered. These new routers in the network have a blank list

6. Router deletion (unregistration): When routers are removed from the network. FIB bulk transfer message is required beforehand

Within an autonomous system (AS) [59], one or more interior gateway protocols are used. An exterior gateway protocol such as BGP-4 [60] is used to route packets between the ASs. In the resource name-based routing, an AS can be regarded as a set of routers that manage the routing information of one or more TLDs. For example, a set of routers that reside in Japan and mainly have .jp as the TLD can be regarded as an AS. In order for the routers to have the network reachability information, it is necessary for the routers to exchange the initial routing table that was created at the time of the name registration. In the case of IP, routers exchange information about the reachable subnets in the network, such as 192.168.0.0/16, which means hosts from 192.168.0.0 to 192.168.255.255 can be reached. A similar behavior can be achieved in the resource name-based routing by exchanging information such as *.osaka-u.ac.jp, which means that all names having osaka-u.ac.jp as their suffix can be reached. The exchange of the routing tables is achieved by extending the BGP-4 by adding the two following functions as proposed by Sato et al. [61], (i) support of variable-length addresses with the namespace and (ii) request/response message for the search method.

The routers forward packets on the basis of the information contained in the routing table stored in its TCAM. An example of packet forwarding is shown in Figure 4.2. When the packets are forwarded from computer.ist.osaka-u.ac.jp to black.choco.com, the former sends packets to the router R1. This router’s routing table consists of three parts for names in the upper level, the same level, and the lower level. Since the packets are destined for a higher level than the router R1, they are forwarded to port P. Router R2 goes through a similar process and sends the
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packets to port Q. Since router R3 is in the highest level of the hierarchy, the packets are sent to port X to reach the router that has a more specific address of the .com suffix. Router R4 refers to its routing table to send the packets to port A and the packets finally reach R5, which has the direct routing information for the destined name. The process is also done by extending BGP-4, using the character information instead of the IP address.

4.1.3 Distribution of Names in Routers

Compared with the IP forwarding/routing tables, tables in names require large storage capacity because of the variable length of names. Therefore, it is important to balance the routing information among the multiple routers. In this section, three algorithms for equally distributing the routing information in FQDN format is proposed which will be used in Section 4.2. FQDNs described in this thesis are sometimes written in the reverse order, i.e. com.foo.a* instead of a*.foo.com to better express all FQDNs having a as the first character of the third level domain name.
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Pure Hash

The simplest of the three proposed distribution methods is a hash-based distribution. This has the best performance in terms of balanced distribution of the routing table. An FQDN is made 'flat' by hashing it with SHA-1 where 'flat' means that it is no longer hierarchical. Since every FQDN is considered to have an equal status, the total number of the routers required for the domain name routing is obtained by (the number of the domain names) × (the number of bits needed per entry) / (TCAM size in a router). The advantage of this method is that the characteristics of SHA-1 allow a large database to be equally distributed into a given number of groups. However, the domain names that end with ccTLDs lose the locality information after hashing. In addition, when the nodes' physical locations have no relation to their IDs, it may lead to the problem of long stretch which is defined in [62] where the number of physical hops taken by the protocol to reach the destination node from the source node is much larger than the shortest distance in terms of the physical hops. Therefore, although it is considered ideal in terms of achieving a nearly equal distribution, it is not realistic for the implementation.

Hierarchical Longest Alphabet Match (HLAM)

The example of the proposed algorithms are shown in Figure 4.3. Hierarchical longest alphabet match (HLAM) is inspired by the longest prefix match and it expresses names with the ASCII code. The characters used in the FQDNs are 26 case insensitive letters of the English alphabet and the ten numbers from 0 to 9 plus hyphens and dots [63]. When alphabets have common bits, they can be stored in the same router. For example, jp.a*, jp.b*, and jp.c* can be stored in the same router since a, b, and c's ASCII codes are 1100001, 1100010, and 1100011, respectively, which can be expressed as 11000** in ternary logic. As shown in Figure 4.3(a), the names are grouped using the first character in each level. In the 'second level' of Figure 4.3(a), jp.a*~c* represents that all FQDNs with the second level domain names starting with a, b, and c are grouped together. This process is recursively done for each level except for the lowest level in the hierarchy where the grouping is done by the first character of the third-level domain names. However, as explained in Section 4.1.1, this number of levels can be adjusted when necessary and nth level
domain name should be used for the grouping in the corresponding level. The advantage of this method is the ability to utilize the don’t care bit of the TCAM. In addition, the aggregation of the multiple FQDNs with the same suffix is possible, which reduces the occupied memory space.

The pseudocode for this calculation is shown in Algorithm 1. For each TLD, the first step is to determine whether all $e$ domain name entries would fit into a router. Each entry is multiplied by 180 bits ($entry_{e}$) and divided by the router’s available TCAM size ($router_{e}$). An entry is assumed to consume 180 bits, where the 160 bits are the hashed value plus 20 bits of output port plus 4 parity bits. Again a router is defined to have 10 TCAMs and each TCAM has a capacity of 18 Mbits. Threshold $t$ is explained in Section 4.1.2.

If $e$ multiplied by $entry_{e}$ is less than $router_{e}$, then the total number of routers required in this
Algorithm 1 Numbers of routers for Hierarchical longest alphabet matching

\[ n_{L2} \leftarrow \text{number of routers in 2nd level} \]
\[ n_{L3} \leftarrow \text{number of routers in 3rd level} \]
\[ t \leftarrow \text{threshold of TCAM utilization} \]
\[ entry_l \leftarrow 180 \text{ (bits per one entry)} \]
\[ router_c \leftarrow 18 \times 10^6 \times 10 \times t \]
\[ u \leftarrow \text{entries with unique 2nd-level domain names} \]
\[ e \leftarrow \text{entries in the TLD} \]

if \( e \times entry_l \leq router_c \) then

RETURN \( n_{L2} \leftarrow 1, n_{L3} \leftarrow 0 \)

else if \( u \times entry_l > router_c \) then

divide \( u \) into groups (dynamic configuration using 2nd-level domain names)

RETURN \( n_{L2} \leftarrow \text{number of groups} \)

for each group \( \text{Func.Calculate} \ n_{L3} \)

else

\[ n_{L2} \leftarrow 1, \text{Func.Calculate} \ n_{L3} \]

end if

\( \text{Func.Calculate} \ n_{L3} \)

divide \( e \) into groups (dynamic configuration using 3rd-level domain names)

RETURN \( n_{L3} \leftarrow \text{number of groups} \)

END

TLD is set to 1, and the process ends. Otherwise, \( u \) unique 2nd-level domain names are written in the 2nd level of the hierarchy in the form of TLDuniq.*. The routers in the highest level are written with TLD information, which is ignored for the moment. Here, \( u \) domain names are written dynamically by referring to the ASCII table. The basic idea is that the names are grouped in an alphabetical order, and when a router overflows, it starts storing the domain names in a new router.

An additional idea is to take advantage of the prefix values. The names are first divided into two groups: a group with names that start with digits and the one that starts with alphabets. If the size is still too large, the alphabets are divided again into smaller groups, a group of 110**** and a group of 111****. This process is repeated until every router is well within the router_c. One example combination of the grouping is, hyphen and digits (01****), a to c (11000***), d to g (11001***), h to o (1101***), p to q (11100*), r to s (111001*), t to w (11101**), and x to z (1111***).
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When the partitioning of the 2nd-level domain names is over, the grouping is done with 3rd-level domain names. However, since the maximum number of the levels in the hierarchy considered in this work is three, routers are written with FQDNs instead of with the unique 3rd-level domain names. The number of groups in each level corresponds to the number of routers. Therefore, the total number of routers required is $n_{L2} + n_{L3}$.

Hybrid Distribution (HD)

The third algorithm used for distributing the name database is hybrid distribution (HD). The name 'hybrid' comes from combining the pure hash-based distribution and the hierarchical structure. HD distinguishes FQDNs by their TLD first and applies a hash function to the 2nd level and below. In other words, even if the second level domain names are different, those FQDNs will be placed in a same router if the hash values of that second level domain names are identical. For example, as shown in Figure 4.3(b) when the hash value of chocolate (part of chocolate.co.jp) and osaka-u (part of osaka-u.ac.jp) is the same, the FQDN is stored in the same router. By using hash values, FQDN entries are more equally distributed among the routers, therefore requiring fewer routers than HLAM.

The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Number of routers for Hybrid distribution

(Refer to Algorithm 1 for the variables)
if $e \times entry_i \leq router_c$ then
  RETURN $n_{L2} \leftarrow 1, n_{L3} \leftarrow 0$
else if $u \times entry_i \leq router_c$ then
  RETURN $n_{L2} \leftarrow 1$
  RETURN $n_{L3} \leftarrow (e \times entry_i) / router_c$
else
  $n_{L2} \leftarrow (u \times entry_i) / router_c$
  hash(2nd level domain name) % $n_{L2}$ (divide routers in 2nd-level into groups)
  for each group calculate $n_{L3}$
  RETURN $n_{L3} \leftarrow (e_{group} \times entry_i) / router_c$
end if
END

The process is the same as Algorithm 1 up until the list of $u$ does not fit into a single router.
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$n_{L_2}$ routers required in the 2nd level in the hierarchy is obtained by multiplying $u$ by $entry_l$ and dividing it into $router_c$. In other words, the number of groups based on the 2nd-level domain names is equal to hashing 2nd-level domain names modulo $n_{L_2}$ to the most significant character. Then the groups that have a nearly equal entries independent of the alphabets are obtained. The next step is to calculate $n_{L_3}$ routers required in the 3rd-level; these routers are located under the corresponding routers in the 2nd level of the hierarchy. The router in which each FQDN is stored depends on the hash value of the FQDN's 2nd-level domain names. To simplify the calculation of $n_{L_3}$, each entry is multiplied by $entry_l$ and divided by $router_c$. This was done assuming that hashing has the characteristic of equally distributing a large amount of data among the groups.

4.1.4 Reconstruction of the Routing Tables

This section discusses the scenarios for quickly responding to the queries regarding the routing information for highly accessed FQDNs. The routing table's initial state represents the state of the routing tables immediately after the database distribution using the HLAM or HD algorithm and before routing table reconstruction. Here, the request frequency means the degree of requests from the source and the access frequency means the degree of accesses that the destination receives. The gateway router of the source or the routers along the path to the object receive 'requests,' and the router with the object receives 'accesses.'

Scenario 1: Shortcut Path

One scenario for quickly answering the queries regarding the routing information for highly accessed FQDNs is to add entries to the routing table. These entries are shortcuts to the routers with high access frequencies (i.e., the routers that have routing information for the destination FQDN) from a router that has a high request frequency. As shown in Figure 4.4(a), router Y adds an entry to reach router X directly depending on the number of requests to the node/resource 'x'. After the shortcut is established, other routers in the same ring as router Y can use it to effectively reach router X. Therefore, the other nodes in the ring are notified about $Y \rightarrow X$.

Adding entries for shortcuts makes it unnecessary to traverse the upper layers in the hierarchy.
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In addition, the routers can receive information about network changes as soft-state updates and reselect neighboring nodes, which increases robustness [64]. However, it is not always possible to create shortcut paths through different Internet service providers.

**Scenario 2: Entry Migration**

Another scenario for quickly answering the queries regarding routing information for highly accessed FQDNs is to delete the routing information for entries that have a high access frequency from the initial state router and to add the entries that have a high request frequency to the router. As shown in Figure 4.4(b), with this ‘migrating entry’ scenario, the routing information for node/resource ‘*’ is moved from router X to router Y when the number of requests exceeds a threshold. If it is
moved, notification is sent to the routers in the same ring as X, to upper layer router W, to router Y’s upper layer router (Z), and to the routers in the same ring as Y.

Migrating an entry from a router with a high access frequency to one with a high request frequency enables the routing information for the entry to be deleted from the initial router. This results in a better utilization of the router memories. In addition, routing information is stored in a router with a high request frequency or in one close to where there are many requests, which speeds up query response. However, overhead is increased because other routers have to be notified of the change.

**Scenario 3: Combination**

The third scenario for quickly answering queries regarding routing information for highly accessed FQDNs is a combination of scenarios 1 and 2. The algorithm uses two parameters.

1. $P_a(i)$ is the number of accesses to an item $P$. It is the sum of the number of accesses from the router $i$ that has the routing information for $P$ and from the routers that have the same TLD as $i$.

2. $P_r(j)$ is the number of requests to an item $P$. It is the sum of the number of requests from the router $j$ that is on the path from the source to $P$ and from the routers that have the same TLD of $j$.

The algorithm has three steps.

1. If $P_r(j) > P_a(i)$, add a shortcut path from $j$ to $i$

2. If $P_r(j) > P_a(i)$ over a time period $t$, move item $P$ to $j$

3. Repeat (1) and (2) depending on the request/access frequency

**4.2 Simulation Experiments and Discussions**

In this section, the routers' memory size requirement and the effect of dynamic updates of database entries are evaluated using FQDN database from April, July, October 2008, and January 2009.
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Table 4.2: Example of database used in the evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP Address</th>
<th>FQDN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>207.55.68.184</td>
<td>foo.bar.baz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.124.12.148</td>
<td>fool.bar1.baz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174.86.13.189</td>
<td>foo2.bar2.baz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.124.12.146</td>
<td>foo3.bar3.baz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.124.12.147</td>
<td>foo4.bar4.baz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

obtained from ISC [7].

4.2.1 Memory Requirement

The database entries are distributed among the routers based on the two algorithms in Section 4.1.3, hierarchical longest alphabet match (HLAM) and hybrid distribution (HD). The ISC database is formatted as shown in Table 4.2, where an IP address and the corresponding FQDN are written in each entry. A router is assumed to have ten 18 Mbit TCAMs and that each entry consumes 180 bits. This is because a 18 Mbit TCAM is a common unit of TCAM and the 180 bits correspond to the popular SHA-1 hash value.

The number of routers required using HLAM is 1,396, assuming that one entry consumes 180 bits. A 7-bit ASCII code is sufficient to distinguish the characters used in FQDNs. Furthermore, since there are fewer than 300 TLDs, they can be differentiated using only 9 bits. Whereas it is easy to adjust the bit length in each entry if each entry is hashed, this is not the case in HLAM. To satisfy the static length of 180 bits which is used throughout this chapter to evaluate the required number of the routers, 155 bits must be free for use, excluding the 9 bits reserved for the TLD and the 16 bits for the output port. Assuming that one character consumes 7 bits, approximately 22 characters can be written in a TCAM entry. FQDNs that are shorter than 22 characters are less than 30% of the database and in order to store 99% of the FQDNs, the TCAM must be able to store entries having up to 50 characters [7]. Although the search speed decreases when the lookup size increases [16], designing the TCAM to suit longer bit lengths should not impose much of a technological difficulty.

The number of routers required for HD is 952. HLAM and HD require 2.4 and 1.7 times as many routers compared to the pure hash-based distribution mentioned in Section 4.1.3, respectively.
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However, they both use hierarchical structures, which have the advantage of restricting the local information to be routed in a closed network instead of causing it to be forwarded over a widespread area.

Comparing these two algorithms, it is shown that HD needs less number of routers since it utilizes hashing which leads to more equally distributed database. However, HLAM utilizes the advantage of the TCAM better by effectively using the don't care value and using ranges of the alphabets. If TCAMs can handle distributed hash table (DHT) data, then HD can also be considered to be a feasible method. The number of routers required for the different thresholds in the routers are shown in Figure 4.5. Depending on the update rate of the routing table, it is possible to estimate how the required number of routers will increase. The result shows that the initial storage of existing names with a threshold value of 0.2 would require approximately 4,000 routers for both HLAM and HD.

In the work of Yook et. al [65] and Lakhina et. al [66], the work from [67] is used to estimate the number of routers deployed world-wide as approximately 228,260. Therefore, the router numbers required for the methods proposed in this paper are realistic values that indicate that the proposed resource name-based routing architecture is feasible. Achieving the resource name-based
routing with TCAM has been considered unrealistic in the past because it was presumed that a lot of hardware memories are required. This thesis is the first work known that suggests the feasibility of the resource name-based routing by evaluating and estimating the required TCAM storage capacity.

4.2.2 Effects upon Dynamic Updates of Database

Figure 4.6 shows how the change in the FQDN database affects the total number of required routers. The routers are sorted by the utilization (Equation 4.1) in increasing order on the x axis. Although the graphs for all four databases (April, July, October, and January) are shown, there is not much difference among the curves, implicating the storage requirement of the names in the routers increases in a scalable way.

\[
\text{Utilization} = \frac{\text{Number of entries in a router} \times \text{Bits per entry}}{\text{Memory size}} \quad (4.1)
\]

After distributing the routing information to the multiple routers using HLAM or HD, aggregation of the names is used to further save the routers’ memory resource. HLAM uses the ASCII code of the TLD’s alphabet to aggregate names. For example, ac, ad, ae, aero, af, ag, ai, al, am, an, ao each using a router results in an inefficient memory resource of the eleven routers. When these TLDs are aggregated by the ASCII code, 1100001110**** can represent everything since a is 1100001 and a - o is 110****.
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HD classifies FQDNs by the TLDs first and groups the FQDNs by their hash values in the lower level in the hierarchy. Since the algorithm uses hash values, the aggregation method differs from that of the HLAM which shows a limitations of the alphabet. For example, suppose \( H(\text{oosaka-u. ac.jp}) = 50 \mod x \) and \( H(\text{chocolate.jp}) = 50 \mod x \) (i.e. both FQDNs are in group 50, where \( x \) is an arbitrarily value of TLD's size) and \( H() \) is a hash function. Although the name is different, both FQDNs can be written in a router which has ID #50.

Aggregating the entries will not increase the number of routing hops when discovering the resource. For HLAM, 1100001110**** in the TCAM as the next hop would match ‘ac(110001110011)’ as well, therefore searching for ac does not require extra steps. For HD, if routers can calculate the name’s hash value and figure out the next output port, no extra hops is needed. However, the overhead of implementing hashing hardware within the router might be necessary.

In order to claim that using the distribution algorithms shows no drastic change in the topology upon the update of the database, it is necessary to show that the storage point of the entries are not changed so frequently. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the change of routers where FQDN entries are written. ‘Same’ is defined as when the entry exists in both ‘before’ and ‘after’ the update and the storage place is the same, where storage place here is the router. ‘Different’ is defined as when the entry exists in both ‘before’ and ‘after’ the update, but the storage place is different.

\[
Transfer \ ratio = \frac{\text{Different}}{\text{Same}} \times 100
\]  

(4.2)

For the three updates, HD's transfer ratio is 4.7 %, 3.3 %, and 4.9 % and HLAM’s transfer ratio is 250 %, 222 %, and 218 %, respectively. The reason why HLAM shows a much higher transfer ratio is in the way that HLAM moves on to the next router when distributing the entries. HLAM aligns the FQDN in an alphabetical order and stores the ones starting from a in the routers. It refers to the ASCII codes and stops writing when the entries reach a router’s threshold and moves on to the next router to store further entries. When there are a lot of new FQDNs in one update, the border line that distinguishes the FQDNs in one router from the next router changes and the transfer ratio is increased. On the contrary for HD, unless there is a sudden increase from the ‘before’ database, the transfer ratio does not change drastically because the storage place for a FQDN is decided by
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Table 4.3: Change of FQDNs’ storage location (HD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Apr 08 → Jul 08</th>
<th>Jul 08 → Oct 08</th>
<th>Oct 08 → Jan 09</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>495,106,893</td>
<td>518,627,699</td>
<td>531,823,934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different</td>
<td>23,253,852</td>
<td>17,010,744</td>
<td>26,056,043</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Change of FQDNs’ storage location (HLAM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Apr 08 → Jul 08</th>
<th>Jul 08 → Oct 08</th>
<th>Oct 08 → Jan 09</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>147,836,915</td>
<td>165,916,860</td>
<td>174,961,495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different</td>
<td>369,471,202</td>
<td>368,211,950</td>
<td>381,208,966</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the FQDN’s hash value.

4.2.3 Number of Path Length

In this section, the logical and the physical path length of the general overlay and the proposed name-based routing system are compared. Figure 4.7 shows an example of the logical and the physical path that overlay and the proposed name-based routing traverse. In the case of the overlay, the host that wishes to have the destination name resolved to an IP address queries another end node on the overlay ring such as Chord [68]. On the other hand, the proposed name-based routing system looks up the name directly in the routers.

Figure 4.8 shows the path length of the overlay and the proposed name-based routing. The average path length is defined as the required number of hops to traverse the nodes during a lookup operation i.e., finding a node that stores the value associated with the search key. For overlay which utilizes the Chord ring, this value is known to be $\frac{1}{2} \log N$ where $N$ is the number of nodes [68]. In case of the proposed system, path length is the number of hops taken from the source node to the router managing the name of the destination.

The simulation settings are as follows. Forwarding information on names are distributed among the routers for the name-based routing system where the memory capacity of a router is ten 18 Mbit. The number of the end nodes per a router is fixed as ten. For overlay, the names are distributed among the end nodes which are placed on a ring where the memory capacity is assumed as same as the router since the aim is to compare the path length. The number of the routers is fixed as 100.

As the number of the names increase, i.e. the required number of the routers or the end nodes
increase, the path length to reach the node having the name information increase with an $O(\log N)$. When approximately 850 million FQDNs (database for July 2011 [7]) are distributed among the routers and the end nodes, the average logical path length for the overlay and the proposed system are 3.3 and 4.3, respectively. However, the underlying physical path length for the overlay and the proposed system are 11.7 and 6.6, respectively which shows the proposed system has 56\% lower path length compared to that of the lookup system based on the overlay end nodes.

In addition to the comparison of the logical and the physical path length of the general overlay and the proposed name-based routing system, the static placement of routing tables and the adaptive placement (reconstruction) of routing tables in accordance with the access frequency is also evaluated. The database is distributed using the HLAM and HD algorithms, which are also referred to here as the ‘name-based’ and ‘hash-based’ algorithms. To shorten the simulation time, only 1\% of the entries (7.3 million) from ISC [7] are used. The size of the TCAM in a router is also reduced, to $1.8 \text{ Mbit} \times 1 \text{ TCAM} = 1.8 \text{ Mbit}$ compared to $18 \text{ Mbit} \times 10 \text{ TCAMs} = 18 \text{ Mbit}$ used in previous parts in the Chapter.
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The static placement, which does not reconstruct the routing tables, is compared with the adaptive placement, which reconstructs the routing tables in accordance with the request/access frequency of the destination FQDN. The evaluation metric is the average number of hops between the source and the destination. Since the average number of hops in a general DHT ring with \( n \) nodes is \( O(\log n) \), we estimate it as \( \log n \). The number of hops between a router in the lower level and one in the upper level is set to 1, on the basis of the single-connection intra-group structure described by Zoels et al. [69]. This is considered to be a desirable structure in a hierarchical DHT system, in which multiple peers are connected to a super peer. Furthermore, it is assumed that the nodes in each lower level make a ring of their own.

There are two rules for selecting the source/destination pairs.

1. Determine the destination first. The destination has a Zipf distribution with the index factor 1 [70]. In other words, of \( N = 732,740 \) pairs, the 2nd most popular destination has half the number of accesses as the most popular destination. In addition, it is assumed that gTLDs are accessed more often than ccTLDs. The top three destinations are selected from the pool of gTLDs.

2. The rules for selecting the source depend on whether the destination is a gTLD or a ccTLD.

To bias the origin of the source, three popular sources are selected to have a distribution
of 40%, 20%, and 10% when the destination is a gTLD. The remaining 30% are selected randomly. When the destination is a ccTLD, 90% of the sources are selected to have the same TLD to impart a locality characteristic.

The number of hops is calculated for static and adaptive placement using the selected pairs. The condition $P_e(j) > P_a(i)$ is checked after 5 time unit have passed. Here, 1,000 communications (i.e., source requests for destination FQDN) occur in each unit time. Therefore, if $P_e(j) > P_a(i)$ holds after 5,000 communications, a shortcut path is established. Time $t$ is when $P_e(j) > P_a(i)$ holds even after the shortcut path is established. In other words, if there is an attempt to create a shortcut when one already exists, the source and destination pair is considered to be very popular, resulting in entry migration.

Figure 4.9 shows the average number of 1,000 hops in each unit time for hash-based static, adaptive, and adaptive-round 2. ‘Adaptive round 2’ uses the content of the forwarding tables from the ‘adaptive’ and the same source-destination pairs are used in the evaluation. An average of approximately 4.1 hops per unit time was maintained with static placement while the average dropped to about 3.4 hops after 730 time units with adaptive placement, reducing the number of hops by...
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approximately 20%. This may seem as a small amount of reduction but shows a potential in developing a mapping algorithm to reach the destination with the shortest path possible.

Figure 4.10 shows the number of requests for the three different path types with the hash-based algorithm. 'Regular path' means the source reached the destination using the path given in the initial state. 'Shortcut path' and 'Moved path' are self-explanatory. When the number of communications using the shortcut path increased, the number using the 'regular path' decreased. In addition, more source and destination pairs used the 'shortcut path' initially, but as these popular destinations migrated, more pairs used the 'moved path'. In Figure 4.10(b), the number of requests using each path are stable, maintaining the values of Figure 4.10(a). The results shown here are only example cases.

The result of name-based is not shown due to the small difference in the numbers which is thought to be caused by the relatively small database used in the simulation. Since the name-based algorithm distributes the database in accordance with the name's ASCII, it creates a less balanced distribution of the database, so more routers are needed for storage than with the hash-based algorithm.

4.2.4 Mapping between Virtual Topology and Physical Topology

The two open issues are listed in this section and the next one, which should be considered in realizing the name-based routing: mapping of virtual to physical topology and the deployment. Since these are not the main point in this thesis, these will not be explained in detail but are important questions that have to be answered in the future work.

The three algorithms of distributing the routing entries in the format of names are demonstrated in Section 4.1.3, which can be considered as deciding where to place the large database of names in the virtual routers. In this section, some ideas on how to map these virtually interconnected routers to currently deployed routers in the network are discussed.
Figure 4.10: Number of requests via regular, shortcut, and migrated paths
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- Number of hops: The number of hops between the routers can be used as a way of measuring the distance between the routers. For example, after statically configuring the forwarding/routing tables in backbone routers to contain the information of TLDs, the forwarding/routing information of the second and the third level can be injected to the local gateway and the edge routers that have the smallest number of hops from the corresponding backbone router.

- Routing redundancy and caching: The routing information of the popular named contents that have a high access frequency can be cached in the routers. In addition, by moving the popular forwarding/routing entry to close to the source where there are many requests reduces the total number of hops required to access the required information.

- Data format optimized for TCAM: Since TCAMs excel in longest prefix match, this fact can be utilized by attaching a location information in the packet header. Similar to landmark clustering of algorithm by Xu et al. [64], when there are multiple copies of the content, the one that shares the most prefix with the source can be selected as the destination.

The challenges such as 'disaggregation of entries' is also well recognized. That is, the initial forwarding/routing table is an aggregation of names, especially if the list of the names are organized in a hierarchical way such as FQDNs. As these entries get updated, i.e., added, deleted, or changed from the original storage place (router in this case), the list of entries get 'disaggregated'. A mapping algorithm that can handle these updated information is required. This will also be taken into consideration in addition to the implementation ideas when designing the mapping algorithm.

4.2.5 Deployment

A table comparing the features of the various name-based routing designs can be found in the work of Rajahalme et al. [71]. Considering the deployment method, two main streams exist: universal and partial/overlay. Universal, i.e. clean-slate deployment is proposed by [20,45,72] and partial/overlay deployment by [1,19,71,73]. The proposal in this thesis shares the same idea that the deployment of a new architecture should take place one step at a time. For example, in the initial phase, the
name information can be tunneled by encapsulating the packet with the IP address within a small number of overlay tier 1 routers. When a larger number of routers become literate of the names, the nodes can be directly connected using the packet header information in the format of names, eventually replacing the network routers which know how to route with only the names.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, FQDN is used in routing as a substitute for the conventional IP address. The proposed system is shown feasible in the network layer by estimating the required memory size in routers through statistical evaluations of the currently existing FQDNs. In addition, it is shown that using names for routing is feasible and robust against the dynamic update of the database entries. Furthermore, the path length of the proposed system is compared with the overlay and a possibility of developing a new TCAM architecture suitable for the resource name-based routing is shown when virtual to physical topology mapping is considered. Some of the fundamental technologies required to support the resource name-based routing are sufficient hardware memory size and the robust network architecture. The study in this chapter suggests that it is possible to achieve routing with the FQDN within the routers is feasible by (i) developing TCAMs that have larger size than currently available TCAMs, (ii) achieving robustness of the network topology against dynamically changing database entries, and (iii) having a locality-aware mapping algorithm. These factors are not limited to only name-based routing, but based on the discussions made in this chapter, the routing can be generalized based on a ‘resource’, regardless of being a name, category, or type of a content, as long as the description method of a resource is structured as that of FQDN.
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A New Memory Architecture for Realizing Name Lookup Tables in Resource-centric Networks

5.1 Name Lookup Table in the Routers

In order to propose a new name lookup table in the routers, it is important to understand the current technology and specify why it is insufficient in supporting the large-scale name and the user information. Based on the speculation, the three lookup tables are proposed in the following part.

5.1.1 Background Technologies

In this section, the background technologies of the lookup table architectures in the conventional routers for performing the multicast and the multimatch using TCAM is introduced.

Multicast

Figure 5.1 shows an example of the router hardware and the memory used for the multicast in Cisco Catalyst 6500 [21]. The multicast forwarding table is composed of multicast forwarding information base (FIB), adjacency table (ADJ), and multicast expansion table (MET). FIB has the
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![Multicast hardware architecture diagram]

Figure 5.1: Multicast hardware architecture of Cisco catalyst 6500

Information of the source and the multicast group, \((S, G)\) or \((*, G)\) and ADJ has rewrite MAC (substitutes the source MAC address with the current router’s output interface and the destination MAC address with that of the next hop router’s or node’s input interface) and MET index (output interface list (OIL) of duplicated packets to be sent). FIB, ADJ, and MET are all memories with a finite capacity. Especially for the MET that keeps the information of the multiple output interface, the maximum number of output interfaces it can store is up to 64,000 [21]. When the table is full, multicast packets can not be processed in the hardware and the software switching in the CPU is required which drastically degrades the performance due to its slow speed [22].
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Multimatch

The address lookup in the routers compares the input packet's destination IP address and the router's forwarding table's entry. Generally a single result that matches the longest bit sequence is returned which is also known as the longest prefix match. The router's forwarding table is written in the TCAM and the memory address of a single entry that satisfies the search key is returned to the SRAM by the priority encoder (PE). However in a situation where each entry that matches the condition has to be returned (e.g. network intrusion detection system) [74], TCAM is searched multiple times as shown in Figure 5.2.

The first round of the search process is performed with a search key (1. Search). The memory address of the entry that matches the key by PE is sent to the network processor and to the SRAM (2. Result Addr: 011). Normally the search is terminated here but when a multimatch is performed, the
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force no hit (FNH) bit — specifically used for the multimatch process in TCAMs — of the matched entry is set to 1 (3. Write Addr 011's FNH to 1) to further prevent the entry being matched for the given key. After setting the FNH bit the TCAM is searched again (4. Search again) until the 'no hit' signal is returned. After getting the result memory address from the TCAM, the SRAM returns the data of that address to the switch large scale integration (LSI) if the enable (EN) bit is set to 0. When the packet classification or complicated rules such as multicasting is needed, the EN bit is set to 1 and the further processing at the DRAM is required.

5.1.2 Proposed Scenarios for Storing Name Database

In the conventional routers, multicast is performed by matching a single TCAM entry with a given search key. In addition, the candidate output interfaces are stored in MET as shown in Figure 5.1. However for communication models such as pub/sub, the number of the subscribers of a resource with a topic name can exceed several tens of thousands which can lead to a problem since the current memory structure is not optimized to support the system well for a large number of subscribers. In order to support pub/sub notification service in the routers, three memory scenarios are proposed as shown in Figure 5.3 that make use of the multimatch capability of high-speed search memory such as TCAM and the general purpose memory such as SRAM and DRAM.

Scenario A: Active TCAM and Passive SRAM

Scenario A maximizes the usage (i.e. active usage) of the multimatching in TCAM and minimizes the usage (i.e. passive usage) of SRAM by storing a small number of output interfaces for a topic per an SRAM entry. When the list of output interfaces to be written in the SRAM exceeds the capacity, the process of searching topic names and forwarding contents is delegated to other routers in the network rather than having the slow CPU of the router do the software routing.

- Pros: Ability to utilize TCAM for high-speed searching. The latency between the steps in the multimatch described in Section 5.1.1 can be used to search for different keys in parallel.
  For example, when the result of the first search key is returned (2. Result Addr: 011), the TCAM can be searched with the next key (1. Search) in Figure 5.2.

-
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Figure 5.3: Three scenarios to solve problems in current multicast hardware

- Cons: Since multiple entries of TCAM are used to express a single topic, the latency between the search steps shown in Figure 5.2 can be high if the parallel search of the different keys is not utilized well. In addition, if two or more search keys are related to each other, setting the single FNH bit is insufficient. For example, FNH of Addr 011 is set to 1 after being searched with the first key. If the next search key has a same prefix (e.g. 1100 0011 0011), this also matches the entry addressed 011 but ends up skipping the entry since the FNH bit is set to 1 after the first key. Therefore, the number of different search keys that can be processed in parallel should depend on the number of the FNH bits.
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**Scenario B: Passive TCAM and Active SRAM**

Contrary to the Scenario A, Scenario B makes an active usage of SRAM and minimizes the usage of TCAM and its multimatching process. For the number of users that exceeds the capacity of a single SRAM entry, multiple entries have to be used and the corresponding number of entries are used in TCAM as well, as shown in Figure 5.3(b). In addition, for the topic names that could not be written in a single router, the process of searching topic names and forwarding the contents is delegated to the other routers in the network.

- **Pros:** Chip cost per unit area of SRAM is 20% compared to TCAM and less FNH bits are required by minimizing the number of multimatches in the TCAM. Minimizing the memory space used in TCAM also implies that the number of searches in TCAM decreases, resulting in a lower power consumption.

- **Cons:** If a large number of horizontal bits in a row is reserved for the SRAM in order to minimize the number of the required entries, the utilization of the memory can decrease if there are a lot of topics with a small number of subscribers. This can be a big problem if there are a large number of topic names with a small number of subscribers for each topic.

**Scenario C: Passive SRAM and Active DRAM**

The output interface is written in DRAM. Unlike the Scenarios A and B, only a single SRAM entry is consumed for a topic name. Also, the information whether DRAM referral is necessary is stored in SRAM. EN bit is set to 0 or 1, where 0 indicates a single output interface is written in the SRAM and 1 indicates the DRAM address that has to be referred is written in the Out field with the burst length (BL) field. In addition, when the list of the output interface exceeds the capacity of the DRAM, the process of searching topic names and forwarding the contents is delegated to the other routers in the network.

- **Pros:** The chip cost per unit area of DRAM is 0.1% compared to SRAM and can handle a large number of subscribers at a low cost. In addition, by using a single SRAM entry for a topic name can reduce the latency for returning the SRAM result multiple times.
• Cons: DRAM has a high latency value compared to TCAM and SRAM, affecting the speed of the overall search process. In addition, increasing DRAM ratio for the memory architecture may decrease the memory utilization due to the unbalanced storage for the names and the subscribers.

5.2 Simulation Experiments and Discussions

In this section, the memory architecture of the three scenarios in Section 5.1.2 with the parameters such as memory cost, latency, and utilization is evaluated.

The database of the topic names and the number of subscribers used in the evaluation is taken from Hashtagsjp [75], where hashtags of Twitter [76] are considered to be the topic names, and the users who twittered using the hashtags are considered to be the subscribers. The database is assumed to have a rough Zipf distribution. In other words, the topic name subscribed by the ith most users has the number of $\frac{1}{i}$ users compared to that of the most popular topic name. This trend is also seen in other social networks that use tagging data [77]. In addition, two synthetic databases that have larger number of topics and subscribers are used. The characteristic of these three database is shown in Figure 5.4 where Real is the database from Hashtagsjp [75] and Mid and Large are the synthetic databases.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of memories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DRAM</th>
<th>Premium DRAM</th>
<th>SRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wire speed</td>
<td>50 ns</td>
<td>20 ns</td>
<td>1 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read latency</td>
<td>50 ns</td>
<td>20 ns</td>
<td>2 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per 10 Mbit</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 shows the wire speed, read latency, and cost per 10 Mbit of DRAM, premium DRAM, and SRAM. Wire speed is the random access interval at which write or read commands can be accepted. Read latency is the consumed time to retrieve the requested data after issuing the read command to the memory. In this evaluation, premium DRAM which has lower latency than regular DRAM is used and DRAM in rest of this paper refers to premium DRAM. TCAM is deliberately left out of the table since its purpose is different from these general-purpose memories. TCAM specializes in searching and uses mega searches per second (Mmps) as the unit of the speed which is typically 360 Mmps (not utilized in this paper). The TCAM latency estimated in this paper is the search latency for the entire TCAM chip in a clock (consumed time to retrieve the search result after issuing the search command) which is 75 nsec. In addition, TCAM's cost per 10 Mbit is assumed as $50.

As for the unit of TCAM, SRAM, and DRAM in this evaluation, those used currently by Renesas Electronics Corporation [78] is followed, as 20 Mbit, 72 Mbit, and 2 Gbit, respectively. Referring to the cost per 10 Mbit in Table 5.1, the chip cost for TCAM, SRAM, and DRAM is $100, $72, and $200, respectively. For example, if the combination for scenario A is one TCAM and one SRAM, the total chip cost is $172 which is calculated regardless of the used entries. The term actual cost (or utilized cost) is defined as the used entries multiplied by the cost per entry of each memory.

5.2.1 Cost and Latency

The actual cost and the read latency when storing the database of topic names and the subscribers to the memories is first calculated. The number of subscribers that can be stored in a router depends on the horizontal number of bits (row length) of the SRAM for Scenarios A and B and the row length of DRAM for Scenario C. The trade-off between the row length and the necessary entries...
in the memory is shown in Figure 5.5. When the row length of the memory is short more entries are needed to store the database. As the row length increases, the number of entries decreases but only up to a certain value since at least one row is needed for topic name. In other words, a long row in the memory is suitable for storing topics with a large number of subscribers but when there are many topics with a small number of subscribers, it can lead to the decreased utilization of the SRAM and DRAM. The actual cost and the utilization of the scenarios are evaluated by setting this row length of the SRAM and DRAM as variables. When an SRAM entry is added, an additional entry in TCAM is required to be able to refer to that new SRAM entry. Therefore, the necessity for the multimatch increases and more FNH bits in the TCAM are required.

Figure 5.6 shows the relationship between the read latency and the actual memory cost of the three scenarios. The $x$ axis of Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) is the row length of SRAM and DRAM, respectively. When the row is short it is closer to Scenario A and otherwise closer to Scenario B in Figure 5.6(a). The extreme example of the Scenario A is when only a single user can be written in an SRAM entry, consuming ‘number of topic names $\times$ number of subscribers in each topic’ entries.

The actual cost is defined as the used entries multiplied by the cost per entry of each memory. For the extreme example of Scenario A, the actual cost ends up being approximately $8,600. Furthermore, it uses the entry of the TCAM the most among the three scenarios, resulting in high search latency. Extending the row of the SRAM reduces the number of entries to store the subscribers for
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each topic up to a certain row length, also reducing the actual memory cost. This certain number
of SRAM row length, i.e. the value which minimizes the cost can be attained by differentiating
Equation (5.1) (required cost to write the database of topic names and the subscribers) by $x$, where
$x$ is the SRAM row length.

\[
\text{Cost} = (T + sx) \sum_{i=1}^{R} \left[ \frac{b_i P}{x} \right]
\]  

(5.1)

The parameters are as follows:

- Cost per entry of TCAM: $T = 320 \times 0.5 \times 10^{-5}$
  (An assumption: 320 bits per a TCAM entry)

- Cost per bit of SRAM: $s = 0.1 \times 10^{-5}$

- Number of topic names in the database: $R$

- Number of subscribers for $i$th most popular topic: $b_i$

- Number of bits per output interface: $P$
  (An assumption: $P = 4$ bits)

The term on the right hand side consists of a product of linear increase and exponential decrease.
However, due to the ceiling function, the sum does not approach 0, but is truncated at 1 for each
$x \geq b_i P$. Therefore, Equation (5.1) initially decreases then increases. Since the ceiling function is
not differentiable, Equation (5.1) is approximated as the following where $B = \sum_{i=1}^{R} b_i$.

\[
\text{Cost} = (T + sx) \sum_{i=1}^{R} \left( \frac{b_i P}{x} + 1 \right)
\]

\[
= (T + sx) \left( \frac{BP}{x} + R \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{BPT}{x} + sRx + (sBP + RT)
\]
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Figure 5.6: Evaluation of actual cost and latency using real-life database

Table 5.2: Row length ($x$ bits) of SRAM that minimizes the cost in Scenarios A and B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Real</th>
<th>Mid</th>
<th>Large</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$x$ bits from Eq. (5.1)</td>
<td>1,948</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>1,272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Cost from Eq. (5.1)</td>
<td>$61</td>
<td>$2,526</td>
<td>$5,111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$ bits from Eq. (5.2)</td>
<td>2,024</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>1,335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Cost from Eq. (5.2)</td>
<td>$69</td>
<td>$2,697</td>
<td>$5,699</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Differentiating $Cost$ by $x$ and the $x$ that satisfies $Cost' = 0$ is the value which minimizes the $Cost$.

$$Cost' = -\frac{BPT}{x^2} + sR$$

$$x = \sqrt{\frac{BPT}{sR}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

Table 5.2 shows the result of the Equations (5.1) and (5.2). For all databases the approximated $x$ and the cost from the Equation (5.2) are slightly larger than the actual $x$ and cost from the Equation (5.1) but generally show a good resemblance as shown in Figure 5.6 (Actual Cost and Approx. Cost).

Figure 5.6(b) shows the result of Scenario C where a topic name consumes an entry in SRAM.
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and the subscribers are written in the DRAM. Since the cost per bit in DRAM is lower than any of the memory types, increasing the row of the DRAM does not have a large effect on the overall actual memory cost even though the required entries decrease. For comparison with Scenarios A and B, a description on the actual cost of Scenario C is given below.

The additional parameters are as follows:

- Cost per entry of SRAM: \( S = 320 \times 0.1 \times 10^{-5} \)
  
  (An assumption: 320 bits per an SRAM entry in Scenario C)

- Cost per bit of DRAM: \( d = 0.1 \times 10^{-6} \)

- Row length of DRAM: \( z \)

\[
Cost_c = RS + dz \sum_{i=1}^{R} \left[ \frac{b_i P}{z} \right]
\]  

(5.3)

The approximation of Equation (5.3) is,

\[
Cost'_c = RS + dz \sum_{i=1}^{R} \left( \frac{b_i P}{z} + 1 \right)
\]

\[
= RS + dz \left( \frac{BP}{z} + R \right)
\]

\[
= SR + dB P + dz R
\]

Differentiating \( Cost_c \) by \( z \) and the \( z \) that satisfies \( Cost'_c = 0 \) is the value which minimizes the \( Cost_c \).

\[
Cost'_c = dR
\]

Since the differentiated value is constant, the minimal \( Cost_c \) does not exist. However, drastically increasing the horizontal size creates wasted space after all, making the actual memory cost approximately $440 which is still trivial compared that of Scenarios A and B.
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The read latency is the worst-case value which is defined by the time consumed for searching and returning the result (list of subscribers) of the most popular topic name. The worst-case read latency for Scenarios A and B is calculated by summation of the items below.

- Time for searching TCAM to find out whether the search key (topic name) is stored.
- Reading and returning the information of subscribers stored in SRAM.
- When the subscribers are written in multiple entries of SRAM, the time it takes to search TCAM again (multimatch) until the 'no hit' signal is returned.

In Scenario C, SRAM is searched whether the topic name exists in the chip and if the name exists, the corresponding subscriber information stored in the DRAM is returned. The overall latency depends on the number of SRAM entries to search and the word length of SRAM and DRAM since the result (output interface) has to be returned multiple times according to that word length. When only the cost is considered, it seems that the Scenario C is the best solution since the information of subscribers is stored in the most inexpensive DRAM. However, the overall processing speed is affected by the slow SRAM and DRAM as shown in Table 5.1. The latency of Scenario A starts high since SRAM row length is short, resulting in multiple TCAM entries as shown in Figure 5.3 (a). This causes multiple lookup of TCAM chip each with 75 nsec. As the SRAM row length increases, the read latency drops to approximately 60 μsec. This is because the number of used TCAM entries is constant after a certain number of SRAM row length and the only factor affecting the total latency is the (Number of Subscribers)/(Word Length). However, the latency of Scenario C is almost constant with approximately 4.5 msec where the main contributor is from searching the SRAM. Therefore, Scenarios A and B are considered superior to Scenario C and in addition, the latency of Scenario A and B can be further reduced by searching for different keys in TCAM in parallel.

5.2.2 Latency and Utilization

In reality, the row length of SRAM and DRAM can neither be adjusted nor increased to a large value of tens of thousands as one desires as shown in Figure 5.6. Instead more restrictions and realism
is added to get the results shown in Figure 5.7 by setting the manufacturing chip cost to $1,000 and the row length of the SRAM in Scenario A & B to 32 bits, SRAM in Scenario C to 320 bits, and DRAM in Scenario C to 32 bits. To compare the memory combinations that have a similar manufacturing chip cost, only those between $900 and $1,000 are selected for the evaluation. The $x$ axis of Figure 5.7(a) is the number of TCAM chips and since the manufacturing chip cost is fixed, the number of SRAM chips decreases as TCAMs increase. When the number of TCAM chips is small it is closer to Scenario B and otherwise closer to Scenario A. Two different utilization values exist when there are four and seven TCAM chips because there are two combinations each that satisfy $900 - $1,000 condition. Four TCAM chips with seven and eight SRAMs, and seven TCAM chips with three and four SRAM chips are all in the fixed budget range. The $x$ axis of Figure 5.7(b) is the number of SRAM chips and since Scenario C puts emphasis on the memory capacity, the number of DRAM decrease as the SRAMs increase.

The utilization of Scenarios A and B increase as the number of TCAM chips increase. This is because for a given budget, the number of SRAM decreases as the number of TCAM increase, resulting in lower memory capacity for storing the output interface. The same can be said about the Scenario C since the number of DRAM chips decrease as the number of SRAM chips increase. For larger databases, the utilization can exceed 100% meaning all memory space in a router is used. When this occurs, the searching of topic names and forwarding is delegated to other routers in the

---

Figure 5.7: Evaluation of latency and utilization using real-life database
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network.

From Figure 5.7(a), it is shown that the overall latency is largely affected by the number of TCAMs whereas in Figure 5.7(b), the number of SRAMs affect the overall latency. The latency for Scenario A and B ranges from 75 to 510 μsec whereas for Scenario C the range is from 8.5 to 45 msec. As mentioned in Section 5.2.1, Scenarios A and B are considered superior to Scenario C due to significantly low latency. Among the Scenario A and B, B is considered better as long as the row length of SRAM does not exceed the point where the utilized cost starts to increase again as shown in Figure 5.6.

5.2.3 Cost with Multiple Rendezvous Points

The evaluations in the Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 were based on a rather extreme assumption that there is only a single rendezvous point (RP) managing a large database of topic names and subscribers. This is unrealistic since a single point of failure is created and above all routing is impossible when only one RP exists for all topics. In this section, the effect of placing multiple RPs for a topic name in the network is evaluated which was briefly mentioned as +Network in Figure 5.3.

Several research in the past mention of placing multiple RPs. Anycast RP [79] allows two or more RPs such as in Figure 5.8 in order to share the load for source registration and the ability to act as hot backup routers for each other, whereas generally only a single RP exists for a group in IP multicast. However, these RPs have identical database and do not have a mechanism to store a large database divided into small tables. Zhang et al. [80] designates hibernating children RPs as potential RPs in order to reduce the work overload. The premise is that forwarding the content from RP to the subscribers follows the reverse path of interest sent from the subscribers to RP. The nodes on the distribution tree with RP as the root are designated as hibernating children. When the RP's load threshold exceeds a set value it delegates the job of forwarding the content by unloading all subscriptions to one of the hibernating children, typically to the one with the largest forwarding fraction. This child becomes the new RP for that content. Recursively repeating the process leads to balanced distribution of load and storage. However, the scheme only works when the contents follow the reverse path of the interest which may not be accurate if there are failures in
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The RP network. In the paper by Jafarpour et al. [81], RPs construct clusters to prevent subscription messages being flooded to the whole network. In other words, the interest from subscribers is disseminated only among the RPs within the same cluster. RPs are connected to every RP in the same cluster and to at least one RP in other clusters. The published contents are first broadcasted to all clusters through the publisher RP's DHT ring. Next, the content is matched to subscriptions in each cluster and is delivered to the RPs with matching subscription. Load balancing is done by designating more number of clusters for a popular subscription. In addition, overloaded RPs offloads the load to underloaded RPs in the same cluster.

In summary, the goal of placing multiple RPs is to reduce the below three items.

- Work overload: process of analyzing and matching published/forwarded contents in RP with the stored interest information from the subscribers
- Delay: amount of time spent delivering the content satisfying the interest notified from a
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Figure 5.9: Clusters of multiple RPs with a single function

- Memory storage: amount of information on content and its subscribers per a RP

Work overload and delay is considered to be roughly proportional to the RP's routing table size [82]. This is because when many types of topic names are stored in the RP, it takes time to compare if the forwarded content matches the topic names. In addition, when a large number of subscribers per a topic name exists, delay increase trying to forward the matching content to every user in the list. Therefore, the focus is on the issue of how to reduce the stored information per a RP by distributing the routing information among the multiple RPs and evaluate the reduced cost. The cost per RP is estimated to decrease exponentially as the number of RPs increase. The reason behind this logic is that the maximum memory capacity is mainly influenced by the semiconductor manufacturing process technology. For example, The optimal onboard DRAM memory capacity is 1 Gbit for 65 nm and 2 Gbit for 40 nm. Regardless of the hardware type, the memory is generally loaded with the maximum possible size. While it is possible to exceed this maximum size, for example 2 Gbit with 65 nm technology, this results in dramatically increased cost ($ per bit) due to the enlarged chip area and the decreased yield. The same can be said about the storage memory in RPs. While it is 'possible' to increase the maximum memory capacity, exceeding the optimal value of the process technology results in an exponential cost increase. The reason for this is, when
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Figure 5.10: Evaluation of utilized cost using real-life and synthetic database

$x$ axis is onboard memory and $y$ axis is the total cost, a linear curve ($\$ per bit is fixed) changes to an exponential curve ($\$ per bit increases) at a certain $x$ value and furthermore this ‘certain $x$ value’ results in a higher $y$ as the process technology generation evolves from 65 nm, 40 nm, and 28 nm. Therefore, when storing a database of a large size such as topic names and a large number of subscribers, dividing the database by $n$ number of RPs results in more than just an $1/n$ cost.

In this paper cluster is defined as a group of RPs which have split from the original RP that has exceeded its storage threshold. Clusters are hierarchically structured as shown in Figure 5.9. In a cluster, RPs are physically multiple routers but they perform the function of a single RP, appearing as a single router when seen from the outside of that cluster. The purpose of having a hierarchical structure is to reduce the amount of traffic and the usage of upper layer’s RP resource when subscribers can retrieve contents by only accessing RPs in the lower layer. Here the focus is on the effect, specifically of reducing the cost of placing RPs in hierarchical clusters rather than the routing method itself, which is similar to the IP multicast especially the Protocol Independent Multicast - Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) [79] in theory.

Starting from a single RP, topic names and the user information are distributed among multiple routers when the utilization of the router memory exceeds 100% in Figure 5.7 or the given budget of $1,000 shown in Figure 5.10(a). Name database distributing algorithm ‘Hybrid Distribution’ proposed in Section 4.1.3 is used to more or less equally distribute the database by hashing the
topic names and grouping the names by the same hash value. A fixed number of SRAM row length as 32 bits is used to compare the result with that of Section 5.2.2 and assuming each RP has five TCAM and six SRAM chips to satisfy the $1,000 budget limit.

As the database size increase, the number of required RPs increase as well and the fact that average cost per an RP decreases exponentially is shown in the Figure 5.10(b). Specifically, when only a single RP is used, the cost of memory chips adds up to $3,000. The result shows that at least four RPs are required to store the Large database and increasing the number of RP from 4 to 68 decreases the cost per RP from $997 to $17.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter, the advantages of realizing resource-centric routing in the network layer is discussed and the proposed router lookup architecture for storing and searching topic names of contents is evaluated. As a result, it is shown that the memory architecture is affected by the database of topic names and users having Zipf distribution, and the latency of each memory. In addition, it is also shown that distributing the database among the multiple rendezvous points results in an exponentially reduced cost compared to storing the database in a single RP.
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Conclusion and Future Work

The future Internet is expected to be a more intelligent system than the current one, for example being able to route with the resource as well as with the conventional IP address. Using name as a one way to express the resource, it is shown in this thesis that the name-based routing in the network layer is a feasible in both hardware and the network environment.

In Chapter 3, the characteristic of TCAM is shown by proposing a range matching device and an optimized longest prefix matching algorithm for storing the ACL's port number in ranges. The evaluation result show that the required number of TCAM entries for storing the ranges is reduced by 50%. The importance of this evaluation is twofold: (i) the confirmation that it is crucial to effectively use the * value to better utilize TCAM when storing data. This confirmation is used in investigating whether the routers are capable of storing the name information of each named node, therefore showing the feasibility of the proposed name-based routing and (ii) the fact that the particular data used in the evaluation is ACL, one example of examining and controlling the flow, is a preliminary step to the name-based routing. When the resource is sent, names representing the particular resource should be examined in a similar manner.

The above knowledge is used in Chapter 4 when storing the routing information in FQDN format in the routers. Using FQDN as the name representing each node, the proposed network architecture and the name structure is described. In addition, the routing protocol, especially how and what messages are exchanged when registering and forwarding name information. Since names
are generally longer than the conventional IP addresses, routing information is distributed among the routers with the proposed algorithm. The resulting number of the routers required to support the new name-based routing is approximately 1% of the currently deployed number of routers. This shows that name-based routing shows a feasibility in hardware even when considering the limitations of the TCAM size in the routers. In addition, it is shown that using names in routing is feasible and robust against the dynamic update of the database entries.

Chapter 5 generalizes the above discussion by assuming the 'resource' is represented by names. When the information of names and the large-scale users of the resource is stored in the router, the lookup table should be adapted accordingly as well. In order to complete the packet forwarding within the network layer, i.e. the search for content which matches the interest, the routers acting as the rendezvous points of a publish/subscribe system should maintain the information of the content names and the users subscribing to the content. Three lookup table structures for the name lookup tables in the routers are proposed. The evaluation show that the lookup table scenario that has the lowest manufacturing cost is not always the optimal solution since it may result in a high latency. In addition, it is shown that the chip cost is exponentially reduced from $997 to $17 for distributing the names and the subscriber information by increasing the number of the rendezvous points. The type of memories used in the evaluation is a typical memory used in the industry. Although there might be an increase in the processing ability and a decrease in the memory cost, the overall relationship between the different types of the memories will remain relatively similar. The combinations of TCAM, SRAM, and DRAM in this thesis are typical examples and can be applied to other superior future memory types.

The evaluation in this thesis utilizes the current hardware resource, FQDN, and twitter database to show the feasibility of the present situation. The actual implementation of name/resource-based routing is expected to happen in approximately 10 years [14]. The estimation of hardware resource holds up for the future as well for the following reasons. The evaluation result in Chapter 4 show that 1% of the current number of routers is needed to store $7 \times 10^8$ names. These names are thought as the unique names of the web pages having the growth rate of 35% according to Figure 1.3. On the other hand, the memory capacity is expected to obey Moore's law (doubles in two years in case of RAM [83]). Therefore, the memory in the future is expected to provide sufficient volume in
capacity to manage huge name-based routing information. As for the format of the name to describe a resource, it is estimated to be a hierarchical structure in order to be scalable and to avoid collision. For example, when acquiring a name for a device or information under the name $A$ (highest in the hierarchy), it is the $A$'s responsibility to assure the new name $B$ does not collide. However, $A$ does not care of the name $C$ that is under $B$. Furthermore, end node users can also name their device or the information they produce as $D$ under $C$ as long as the authority that named $C$ of the name $A/B/C$ can guarantee $A/B/C/D$ is unique.

The current work in progress is on proposing an algorithm on estimating the optimal number of clusters to further reduce the load and the delay of each rendezvous point. After extending the proposed algorithms with further evaluations, proposing an implementation of resource-centric network in the network layer in the near future is anticipated.
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